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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This work arose from a request from Local Authority Inspectors of Health and Safety who had
attempted to use the Manual handling Assessment Charts (MAC) to assess the risk factors for
musculoskeletal disorders in order picking activities in warehouses. They experienced
difficulties using the load/frequency graph in the Lifting chart because of the very great
variability in loads and frequencies of handling in such jobs.
The Manual Handling Operations Regulations (as amended) 1992 and associated HSE guidance
list frequency of handling and the weight handled as among factors to be considered in risk
assessments but do not address handling where the load or frequency are very variable. The
MAC aids assessments of the most common risk factors in lifting, carrying and team handling
operations. It was not intended to cover jobs where an individual can handle objects of many
different weights over the course of a shift.
An earlier HSL review and laboratory study looked at the issue of whether there was a trade-off
between load and frequency of handling and found a logarithmic relationship between the
frequency of handling and psychophysically determined maximum acceptable weights of lift.
Objectives
•

To carry out a literature review of issues related to load and frequency in manual
handling, including updating the previous HSL review on the load-frequency trade-off

•

In the light of the findings of the review, to develop a method of risk assessment that
could be applied to jobs, such as order picking in warehousing, where either the load or
frequency of handling are very variable.

Main Findings
The literature review found a widespread assumption that variation in work is generally
beneficial for workers, both physically and psychologically. Little direct evidence was found to
support or refute this view.
The review found that assessing variable jobs is problematic due to the complexities inherent in
such handling and because existing methods of assessing manual handling concentrate on single
constant tasks and are therefore not suited to assessing variable tasks or aggregating different
tasks.
“Exposure Variation Analysis” has been developed for assessing variability in data collected
using electromyography. It has the potential to be developed further and applied to variable
load and frequency handling. However, it is complex to use and would therefore not be suitable
for use in conjunction with the MAC but could be of use to ergonomics specialists.
Cumulative daily or hourly mass limits have been proposed in various national guidelines and in
an international standard. Such limits would circumvent many of the difficulties that occur in
assessing variability in handling by reducing the amount of data collection needed. However,
the limits proposed in the different sources are not consistent. A single upper limit of 10,000 kg
for the daily mass carried is contained within ISO Standard 11228-1 “Ergonomics — Manual
handling — Part 1: Lifting and carrying”. The cited sources do not provide evidence to support
this limit. Also, use of a single mass limit independent of frequency of handling would be
contrary to evidence that the amount that can be handled in a shift increases as the frequency of
handling increases.
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The volume of literature published since the earlier review was less extensive than that before it.
The newer studies did not affect the conclusions of that review. Repeating the previous analysis
of the relationship between frequency of handling and maximum acceptable weight of lift
(MAWL) after including data from the more recent studies produced similar models. The bestfit regression equations for MAWL and relative MAWL were logarithmic; the best-fit equations
for handling rate and relative handling rate were log-log, i.e. power equations; linear equations
for handling rate and relative handling rate still accounted for large proportions of the variance.
A risk assessment method has been developed that is based on an examination of the loadfrequency distribution of the objects that an individual handles over the course of a working
shift. It is designed for use in conjunction with the MAC, so assumes familiarity with the MAC.
Interpretation of risk is done using the traffic-light approach of the MAC. Because of the link to
the MAC, it is called the V-MAC (variable MAC). It is suitable for assessing repetitive
handling, i.e. where the average rate of handling over a shift is at least once every two minutes,
but where the amounts of walking or pushing and pulling of handling aids are not significant. It
is suitable for shifts of up to 8 hours duration. It is not suitable by itself as a tool for job design.
A draft MS Excel workbook has been developed to implement the V-MAC. This includes a
trial method for taking account of carrying distance. The workbook has been demonstrated to
Local Authority Principal Environmental Health Officers and trialled by a distribution centre.
Feedback has been very positive.
Recommendations
The V-MAC should be subjected to usability testing by inspectors of health and safety and dutyholders familiar with carrying out risk assessments of manual handling.
Future development of the V-MAC should seek to take account of the distances that workers are
required to walk and push/pull handling aids when carrying out very variable manual handling
operations.
Future work on the assessment of very variable handling should include attempting to apply
Exposure Variation Analysis to manual handling.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. PROBLEM STATEMENT
This work arose from a request from Local Authority (LA) Inspectors of Health and Safety who
had attempted to use the Manual handling Assessment Charts (MAC) (HSE and HSL, 2003) to
assess the risk factors for musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) that are relevant to order picking
activities in warehouses. They had experienced difficulties using the load/frequency graph in
the Lifting chart in these circumstances because of the very great variability in loads and
frequencies of handling in such jobs. The MAC was developed to aid Health and Safety
Executive (HSE) and LA Inspectors in assessing the most common risk factors in lifting,
carrying and team handling operations. It was therefore not intended to cover jobs in sectors
such as warehousing where an individual can handle objects of many different weights over the
course of a shift. In these jobs, the frequency of handling depends on the numbers of each type
of object handled, on the distances between pick slots and their layout, on the need to carry out
other tasks such as wrapping or marshalling pallets and on productivity expectations.
Use of the MAC does not constitute a full risk assessment of a manual handling operation, so
where it cannot be used, reference should be made to L23, the HSE guidance on the Manual
Handling Operations Regulations 1992 (as amended) (HSE, 2004). Frequency of handling is a
factor listed in Schedule 1 of the Regulations, and is discussed in Paragraphs 125, 128 and the
numerical guidelines in the risk filter in Appendix 3. However, the issue of very variable tasks
is not dealt with. The numerical guidelines give rough percentage reductions for operations
occurring more often than once every two minutes. These figures are similar to the reductions
in the frequency factor in the 1991 NIOSH Lifting Equation (Waters et al., 1994).
The load/frequency graphs in the MAC are based on the psychophysical data of Snook and
Ciriello (1991). Their subjects determined their “Maximum Acceptable Weights of Lift”
(MAWL) by lifting at fixed frequencies. They therefore do not take account of variability of
load or variability of frequency. Many factors affect the MAWL (Snook and Ciriello, 1991;
Mital et al., 1997), with gender and frequency being two major ones. An earlier review (Pinder,
1997) and related laboratory study (Boocock et al., 1998) funded by HSE looked at the issue of
whether there was a trade-off between load and frequency of handling and found a logarithmic
relationship between frequency and MAWL.
A user of the MAC can insert mean values into the load/frequency charts if neither the rate of
handling nor the loads handled vary much. However, as the weight becomes more variable, the
mean, by itself, become less accurate as a description of the loads being handled since it does
not give any information about the range of weights. The same applies to variation in
frequency.
Three types of variable handling can be distinguished:
•

In jobs where workers rotate between tasks requiring different manual handling
operations. The variability arises from the differences between the tasks.

•

In jobs where workers carry out a series of distinct handling operations within a single
task and repeat the sequence of operations during every task cycle. These have been
described as “multi-component” tasks.

•

In jobs where workers handle very variable loads and there is no fixed time pattern for
handling, making the frequency of handling also very variable. Order picking in
warehousing has this pattern.
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1.2. APPROACH TAKEN
The aim of this project was to address the inability of the MAC to deal with the very variable
loads and frequencies of handling that are found in warehousing and distribution. The first
stage was a review of scientific literature considering either load or frequency as factors that
affect either manual handling capacity or risk from manual handling operations. The review
considered the issues of load and frequency, not just the variability issues, since they are in
practice difficult to consider separately and since it was already known that there is limited
literature directly related to the issue of such variability. The starting point was an update of the
previous review on the load-frequency trade-off.
The findings of the review were used to develop a method for assessing the risks arising from
handling very variable loads and/or loads handled and the frequency of handling that can be
used, instead of the load/frequency graph in the MAC.
1.3. STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT
Section 2 summarises the previous review and laboratory study.
Section 3 gives an overview of the issues discussed in the review and makes recommendations.
Based on the findings of the review and using the structure and format of the MAC as its basis,
Section 4 describes the “V-MAC”, as a method of assessing very variable manual handling.
This section can be read independently of the supporting material in the rest of the report.
Appendix 1 discusses the benefits of variability in manual handling. Appendix 2 discusses the
applicability to very variable handling of international guidance and standards documents that
consider load and frequency in handling. Appendix 3 discusses the methodological problems in
assessing variable manual handling. Appendix 4, Appendix 5 and Appendix 6 review the
literature on variability in lifting, carrying and other manual handling tasks respectively.
Appendix 7 summarises and updates the data from the previous review that addressed the
relationship between frequency of handling and MAWL. It then reports models that allow the
prediction of MAWL from frequency.
Appendix 8 and Appendix 9 contain a list of abbreviations and a glossary respectively.
References to the scientific literature cited in the report are in Appendix 10.
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2. BACKGROUND
This section summarises the findings of the previous literature review and laboratory study
carried out by HSL. It then describes the search strategy used to identify more recent literature
relevant to the issues of the effects of varying load and/or frequency of handling and the
assessment of tasks where either or both of these factors are variable. It explores the issue of
the perceived advantages of task variability and ends by reviewing various standards and
guidelines from around the world that have a bearing on the issue of variability in handling.
2.1. SUMMARY OF THE PREVIOUS REVIEW AND LABORATORY STUDY
The previous review (Pinder, 1997) addressed the issue of whether it is better for a manual
handling operation to require the worker to exert a larger force less frequently or a smaller force
more frequently and therefore, for a given work rate (measured in kg·min-1 for lifting or
kg·m·min-1 for carrying), whether it is better to handle small loads frequently, or large loads
infrequently.
2.1.1.

Review of psychophysical studies

The review identified many studies that have used psychophysical methods to determine the
maximum acceptable weights and forces that individuals are prepared to handle. The findings
were that:
•

The loads that workers are prepared to handle decrease exponentially as the frequency
of handling increases.

•

The overall work rate at which workers are prepared to handle loads increases linearly
with frequency.

•

This increase in work rate occurs at a rate less than that of the increase in frequency,
reflecting the fact that workers select smaller weights at greater frequencies.

•

This means that so long as the loads to be handled are acceptable to the worker, more
work can be done if small loads are handled more frequently than if large loads are
handled less frequently.

2.1.2.

Review of studies of physiological parameters

The review also identified many studies of physiological responses to increasing manual
handling demands. It found that
•

Physiological responses (such as heart rate and oxygen consumption rate) are linearly
related to both the frequency of handling and the magnitude of the load handled.

•

Increasing the frequency of handling has between two and ten times the physiological
effect of increasing the load to obtain the same increased work rate.

•

When both the load and the frequency are varied, the physiological response depends on
the effects of both factors. Both factors also interact so that the total effect is not just
the sum of the effects.

•

The physiological effect of the interaction between load and frequency is between one
sixth and one sixtieth of the effect of varying the frequency, or between 7% and 40% of
the effect of the load. This means that the effects on heart rate and rate of oxygen
consumption of the interaction between load and frequency are trivial.
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Therefore, for a given work rate, the previous review concluded that, so long as the overall
workload does not cause excessive fatigue,
“it does not matter whether a worker handles lighter loads more frequently or heavier loads
less frequently.”
2.1.3.

Review of models of responses to increasing the load or frequency of
handling

The review found that many models have been reported for predicting physiological responses
and maximum acceptable weights as a function of lifting frequency.
Very few studies had examined the issue from a biomechanical perspective, but those that had
done so did not find interactions between load and frequency, in either the estimated
compressive forces at the L5/S1 inter-vertebral disc in the low back, or in the measured forces at
the hands.
2.1.4.

Laboratory study

The subsequent laboratory study (Boocock et al., 1998) reached very similar conclusions:
“Frequency of handling is an important factor in determining acceptable weight of lift
(MAWL);
“Lightening the load reduces the peak mechanical forces acting on the individual and can
increase overall work output (maximum acceptable load per minute - handling rate
(kg/min));”
“Loads can be handled frequently providing the MAWL is acceptable to the handler but care
is needed to ensure that the individual’s physiological limit is not exceeded (e.g. by increasing the frequency too far) and that changes in lifting technique do not introduce
additional biomechanical risk factors;
“The lifter’s body weight may influence the physiological costs of the handling task more than
the weight of the load as the frequency of the handling increases. It is important, therefore to
ensure that suitable and sufficient rest periods are provided;”
They summarised the findings of the two studies as pointing,
“towards a reduction in the weight of lift and increase in the frequency of handling,
particularly when the lifts are infrequent (around 3 times a minute or less) and the load is
close to the maximum acceptable to the individual (e.g. within the ranges of weights selected
by subjects in this experiment).”
They warned that,
“The benefits gained by reducing the weight of load, however, appear to diminish and caution
is needed in respect of the changes made to the load-frequency combination. There will be a
point beyond which further increases in the frequency will cause individual metabolic and
physiological ‘limits’ to be exceeded, regardless of any reductions in the weight of the load.
As this point is approached fatigue is more likely to occur and the risk of injury can be
expected to increase. Therefore a balance is needed between the weight of the load and the
frequency of handling and the appropriate use of work-rest schedules will be particularly
important where the physiological demands are high.”
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Neither of these studies addressed the assessment of handling activities when either the load or
the frequency of handling are very variable.
2.2. SEARCH STRATEGY FOR THE LITERATURE REVIEW
A Reference Manager database used in HSL to store references relating to manual handling was
the initial source of references for the new literature review. This database is updated regularly
with the results of searches on PubMed, Excerpta Medica and Ergonomics Abstracts on-line.
Tables of contents of ergonomics and related journals are scanned as issues are published and
references related to manual handling are added to the database. The database also contains
relevant references from the proceedings of conferences such as the IEA, PREMUS and the
Ergonomics Society. This database was searched for references published since 1997 with
terms and their variants such as “frequency”, “variability”, “maximum acceptable weight” and
“psychophysics”. Similar searches were carried out on the PubMed and Ergonomics Abstracts
on-line databases and relevant previously unknown references were merged into the Reference
Manager database. Titles and abstracts of the papers found by the search strategy were
reviewed and relevant papers were retrieved and read. Also retrieved were additional relevant
papers identified by reading these papers.
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3. DISCUSSION
3.1. BENEFITS OF VARIABILITY IN MANUAL HANDLING
The literature review in Appendix 1 shows that there is a widespread belief among ergonomists
that, in general, variability within jobs is of benefit and that this benefit is assumed to apply to
manual handling. Only one study was found that addressed the issue in respect of manual
handling directly so the direct evidence is very limited, but this should be seen as indicating the
strength of the belief that variability is good rather than being evidence that variability is of no
benefit.
3.2. LIMITS ON MAXIMUM DAILY LOAD
Guidelines were found that propose hourly or daily mass limits for manual handling. Limiting
daily exposure without the need for individual limits on load or frequency would be a simple
way of controlling very variable handling and could therefore be an attractive proposition.
However, the review showed that there is very limited evidence to support such limits. The
various French approaches discussed in Appendix A 2.3 and Appendix A 5.3 had scientific
justification based on heart rate considerations for limits for carrying published in papers up
until Monod et al. (1985). No justification was given for the tonnage limits in ED 776 and ED
917 (INRS, 1994; INRS, 2003).
No justification appears to exist for the daily mass limits in ISO 11228-1 (ISO 11228-1, 2003;
Schaub, 2006a). Such limits must be rejected as a suitable basis for assessing manual handling
where either the load or frequency of handling are very variable since:
•

No scientific evidence was found to support the 10,000 kg daily mass limit in the
standard;

•

It appears that a limit linked to horizontal load distance was applied to carrying;

•

It appears that a limit for carrying or combined lifting/carrying tasks has been applied to
lifting alone;

•

Single daily mass limits fail to take account of the increase in acceptable workload as
frequency increases.

3.3. EXPOSURE VARIATION ANALYSIS
Consideration of the methods of assessing variability reviewed in Appendix A 3.5 leads to the
conclusion that the Exposure Variation Analysis processes (EVA and CEVA) might be of value
to ergonomists if developed for use with manual handling operations. However, the approach is
too complex for rapid use, especially by inspectors of health and safety or by duty holders.
Application of the approach to manual handling would require the creation of a framework for
classifying and interpreting the risks of the different patterns of handling that might be
observed.
Future work on the assessment of very variable handling should include the application of
Exposure Variation Analysis to manual handling.
3.4. UPDATED LITERATURE REVIEW
The updating of the previous literature review in Appendix 4, Appendix 5 and Appendix 6
allowed the incorporation of more recent data into the predictive models reported in Appendix
7. These illustrate the non-linear relationship between frequency and MAWL. This means that
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acceptable workload over a shift increases as the frequency decreases, even though the MAWL
for each lift actually decreases.
Future psychophysical studies examining the effect on MAWL of variable frequency of
handling would be of interest.
3.5. MUSCLE PHYSIOLOGY AND VARIABLE MANUAL HANDLING
When considering risk assessment of variable manual handling a number of issues relating to
muscle physiology must be considered:
•

A single exertion will cause metabolic changes (e.g. use of creatine phosphate, use of
glycogen, and in long duration static exertions, localised lactosis).

•

Repeated exertions can cause local muscle fatigue (EMG mean power shift) or central
fatigue (lactosis, reduction in glycogen stores, ketolysis), decreasing tissue tolerance.

•

Excessive single exertions can cause micro-trauma to the muscle or other tissues.

•

Massively excessive single exertions can cause major trauma to a variety of tissues.

•

Repeated excessive exertions can cause cumulative micro-trauma where the rate of
injury exceeds the rate of repair.

•

Repeated eccentric loading can cause delayed onset muscle soreness.

Because of the potential for both short and long duration effects, a possible approach would be
to model both types of outcome separately.
3.6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH
In the light of these considerations, this report proposes a method of assessing risk from very
variable manual handling based on an examination of the load-frequency distribution that an
individual handles over the course of a working shift. The method is described in Section 4.
It is designed to be used in conjunction with the MAC and interpretation of risk is done using
the traffic-light approach of the MAC. It is therefore called the V-MAC (variable MAC). A
draft Excel workbook has been developed to implement the V-MAC and automate the
production of the output.
Using the V-MAC requires weight data for the loads handled during the shift. This is very
much simpler than the data collection required for other methods of assessing manual handling
such as the 1991 NIOSH lifting equation (Waters et al., 1994). It is recognised that collection
of this data may be difficult in some circumstances but in workplaces where throughput is
recorded electronically, such data are likely to be accessible. In particular, this should be
possible in warehousing operations where pick lists are computer generated.
The V-MAC should be subjected to usability testing by inspectors of health and safety and dutyholders carrying out risk assessments of manual handling.
Future development of the V-MAC should seek to take account of the distances that workers are
required to walk and push or pull when carrying out manual handling operations.
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4. THE V-MAC: A METHOD OF ASSESSING MANUAL
HANDLING JOBS WITH VARIABLE LOADS OR FREQUENCY OF
HANDLING
4.1. STATUS
The V-MAC (variable MAC) is a proposed extension of the MAC tool (Manual handling
Assessment Charts) to allow the assessment of manual handling tasks where the weights and/or
frequencies of handling are very variable. It is NOT suitable by itself for use as a tool for
designing manual handing jobs.
So far, it has had limited testing, so feedback on any limitations found will allow the method to
be improved.
A draft MS Excel workbook has been created to implement the V-MAC. This was tested
initially with the artificial data sets shown in Figure 2 to Figure 4 and the baggage handling data
in Figure 5. It was subsequently tested by managers at a distribution centre who entered data
from representative pickers into it.
4.2. BACKGROUND
4.2.1.

Relationship to the MAC

Users of the V-MAC need to be familiar with the MAC because the V-MAC uses the same
principles, data and scoring system.
4.2.2.

Suitable tasks/locations

The V-MAC is designed for the assessment of manual handling jobs involving lifting where
either the rate of handling or the loads handled are very variable and therefore the Load
weight/frequency graph in the MAC is not appropriate. Such handling happens in many
different jobs, but a typical example is order picking in warehousing.
4.2.3.

Handling in bursts

In some jobs, workers handle continuously for a period and then carry out other activities. This
may involve formal job rotation or may be to complete a particular task such as loading or
unloading a trolley, roll cage or pallet. The actual period of handling may be relatively short,
possibly in the region of 10 minutes but during it there may be no pause between the end of one
cycle of a lifting operation and the start of the next. Subsequent bursts of activity may occur
throughout the working day. Existing methods of assessing manual handling do not take
account of this kind of practice.
The V-MAC can assess such handling patters because it considers the distribution of loads lifted
over a shift or working day. It therefore does not need to analyse individual bursts of activity
but assumes that breaks between bursts allow for recovery from metabolic fatigue.
4.2.4.

Minimum number of lifts/minimum handling rate

The V-MAC is suitable for assessing repetitive handling, i.e. where the average rate of handling
over a shift is at least once every two minutes (30 times per hour or more). For an eight-hour
shift including typical breaks, this is equivalent to handling at least 200 items.
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The V-MAC is less suitable for jobs that do not reach these figures and is more complex than is
needed for assessing occasional handling of short duration. For these jobs, assess individual
weight categories using the Load weight/frequency graph on page 4 of the MAC.
4.2.5.

Shift duration

The data used in the V-MAC are based on eight hour shifts with typical formal breaks of a total
of one hour (e.g. one 30 minute lunch break and two 15 minute tea breaks), giving a maximum
handling time of seven hours. The V-MAC can therefore be used for shifts where handling
occurs for up to seven hours maximum, even if the shift duration is longer than eight hours. It
can also be used for shifts that are shorter than eight hours.
Shifts that involve more than seven hours handling cannot be assessed directly using the VMAC. Such jobs should have a full risk assessment carried out, possibly involving direct
physiological monitoring using techniques such as measuring heart rate.
4.2.6.

Variability of tasks

In the literature reviewed in Appendix 1, there is a general assumption that variability in tasks is
beneficial because it provides a variety of physical and mental demands on the worker. This,
relieves boredom, and varies the demands made on the cardiovascular system and on different
muscle groups. Only one study (Kothiyal and Kayis, 2003) has been found that examined the
issue directly, and for seated handling of light loads only. Due to this lack of evidence, there is
therefore still uncertainty as to the actual benefit of task variability.
4.2.7.

Very high rates of handling

In the MAC, the Load weight/frequency graph for lifting operations has a maximum frequency
of one lift every five seconds (720 lifts per hour). A limited number of studies (Founooni-Fard
and Mital, 1993b; 1993a; Mital et al., 1993; 1994) have looked at higher rates of lifting for
durations of up to two hours. These have shown that such tasks are very demanding
physiologically, so it is very unlikely that workers could maintain such rates for a full shift. The
V-MAC does not place an upper limit on handling rate but considers the interaction between the
load weights and the total number of lifts. This allows it to assess jobs where bursts of very
high frequency handling are separated by rest pauses.
4.2.8.

Carrying distance

Evidence reviewed in Appendix A 5.3 showed that carrying a load 7 m had the same
physiological demands as lifting and lowering it (Monod et al., 1985). This forms the basis of a
tentative approach that converts the total carrying distance in a shift into an equivalent number
of lifts. This has been implemented in the Excel workbook.
4.2.9.

Effect of other activities

A number of assumptions are made in the V-MAC:
•

Excluding the adjustment for carrying distance, it assumes that the worker is performing
lifting and/or lowering tasks that require no more than one or two steps between the lift
origin and lift destination.

•

It assumes that the worker is not required to walk or pull/push trolleys etc., for
significant distances between lifts.
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If these assumptions are not met, the physiological cost of these activities will reduce the
capacity of the worker to perform lifting tasks. Where these factors are significant, a full risk
assessment should be carried out, possibly involving techniques such as measuring heart rate.
Also, the V-MAC does not take account of the time that is spent in other activities, such as
paperwork or riding powered trucks between locations where lifts occur. These activities could
impose minimum intervals between lifts, and will limit the time available for lifting activities.
4.3. STAGES OF ASSESSMENT
4.3.1.

Creation of a frequency distribution

•

To use the V-MAC, obtain data on the weights of all the items that representative
individuals lift over a working shift.

•

Plot a frequency distribution of the weights as in Figure 2 to Figure 5.

The V-MAC has been created with the assessment of order picking tasks in warehouses in
mind. The weight data are likely to be available in computerised systems used to manage these
facilities.
The draft Excel workbook referred to in Section 4.1 automates the task of plotting the frequency
distribution as raw weight data can be pasted into it.
The frequency distribution of weights should be plotted with each weight rounded to the nearest
kilogram and with the values for each bar displayed on the output chart. This can be done with
the Histogram Analysis tool that is available as part of the MS Excel Analysis ToolPak. When
installed as an add-in, it is available in Excel 2000/2003 via the Data Analysis… option under
the Tools menu.
When creating a frequency distribution, be aware that very light items may be handled in
multiples. Thus, five 1 kg items may be picked up at once so should be treated as a single 5 kg
lift, not five 1 kg lifts.
It is entirely possible that the frequency distribution will bear no resemblance to the
symmetrical bell-shape of a Normal, Gaussian, distribution. Depending on the items being
handled there may be multiple distinct peaks and significant gaps.
Carry out multiple assessments to represent different levels of output if there is significant
variability between the types or numbers of items or total daily loads handled by individual
pickers.
4.3.2.

Calculation of summary values

Once the frequency distribution of the load weights has been obtained, the next stage is to
calculate statistics summarising the distribution of weights. Again, the draft Excel workbook
referred to in Section 4.1 and Section 4.3.1 automates this process. The key values are
measures of the “average” load and a measure of the spread of loads around the “average”. This
method makes use of three distinct definitions of the “average”:
•

The arithmetic mean,

•

The median, and

•

The mode.
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It also uses the 75th percentile load as a simple measure of the width of the distribution. It has
been chosen in preference to the Standard Deviation because it is likely that the distribution will
not be symmetrical, and it is easier to understand.
•

Find the total number of lifts per shift. You can obtain it using the COUNT function
in Excel.

•

Find the arithmetic mean by adding all the individual weights of the items handled and
then dividing the sum by the total number of items handled. You can obtain it using the
AVERAGE function in Excel.

•

Find the median, or 50th percentile value, which is the mid point in the distribution. If
the weights are listed by increasing size, it is the middle value. If three values are
ranked, the median is the second value; if 101 values are ranked, the median is the
fiftieth value. If the number of values is even, then it is the value midway between the
two middle values. If ten values are ranked, the median is midway between the fifth
and sixth value. You can obtain it using the MEDIAN function in Excel.

•

Find the mode, which is the value that occurs most commonly, i.e. it is the peak value
in the distribution. A distribution can have more than one mode, i.e., more than one
peak. You can obtain it using the MODE function in Excel.

•

Find the 75th percentile, which is the value that is 75%, i.e. three quarters, of the way
through the ranked list of load weights. It can be thought of as the middle point of the
top half of the distribution. It is affected by the spread of the distribution. You can
obtain it using the PERCENTILE function in Excel.

•

Divide the total number of lifts per shift by two to find the value that is half of the total
number of lifts per shift.

4.3.3.

Comparison of weight distribution with chart

Start assessing the severity of the job by comparing the frequency distribution with the Lifts per
shift/load weight graph in Figure 1. There are some possible distributions in Figure 2 to Figure
5.
•

Figure 2 shows a distribution where there are many objects of 10 kg or less, with fewer
between 10 and 20 kg and a very few in the 20-50 kg range.

•

Figure 3 shows a distribution where an upper weight limit of 15 kg has been
implemented and all the items handled fall into a narrow range.

•

Figure 4 shows a distribution where equal numbers of items are handled at six discrete
weights. The daily total is high.

•

Figure 5 shows actual data of the weights of bags loaded onto seven flights by aircraft
baggage handlers. While the loads handled by an individual vary within each flight, the
total can be taken to represent the daily load on a baggage handler.

For the second stage, summarise the data using the different measures of the average and use
Figure 1 to assign Green, Amber, Red and Purple colour categories to the data. These colour
categories have the same meanings as in the MAC.
•

Assign colour categories to each column in the frequency distribution.

•

Mark the modal weight. It is the most common weight category, so has the tallest bar.

•

Locate the median weight on the frequency distribution. It is the weight containing the
middle item in the distribution. Add a bar to the frequency distribution to represent it.
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Its height must be the total number of lifts per shift. Assign the appropriate colour
category to it.
•

Locate the mean weight on the frequency distribution. Add a bar to represent it. Its
height must be the total number of lifts per shift. Assign the appropriate colour
category to it.

•

Locate the 75th percentile weight, i.e. the weight at the 75% value of the total number of
lifts per shift. Add a bar to the frequency distribution to represent it. Its height must be
half the total number of lifts per shift. Assign the appropriate colour category to it.

These bars and the values and colour zones have been marked on Figure 2 to Figure 4. The
draft Excel workbook plots the frequency distribution against the background of Figure 1 so the
colours can be seen directly. This can be seen in Figure 5. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the
accompanying tables in the workbook that give the colour codes for the summary bars and the
levels of risk for the V-MAC colour bands.
4.3.4.

Interpretation / action plan

Once you have plotted everything, you can interpret the graph, and identify possible actions to
reduce risk. It is possible that some of the bars representing the different averages and the 75th
percentile weight will coincide.
•

Identify any bars on the frequency distribution that fall into the PURPLE zone.
Eliminate these lifting operations as the highest priority. In Figure 2, only two of 912
lifts fall into this zone so eliminating these operations is likely to be more
straightforward than attempting to change a job where a high proportion of lifts fall into
this zone.

•

Identify any bars on the frequency distribution that fall into the RED zone and, as a
measure of the severity of the problem, identify the proportion of the total lifting
operations that they represent. These tasks represent a high level of risk and prompt
action should be taken to reduce the handling required. Consider eliminating manual
handling of these items or reducing the item weights, or reducing the number of lifts per
day of these items. In Figure 2, the 38 kg bar is on the border between Amber and Red
so should be treated as Red. In Figure 4, the highest weight of 30 kg is in the Red zone.

•

Identify any bars on the frequency distribution that fall into the AMBER zone. These
represent a medium level of risk. Consider if it is reasonably practicable to reduce the
item weights or reduce the number of lifts per day of these items.

•

Check the colour zones of the summary value bars. Unless many of the items are heavy
and the range of weights narrow, it is likely that they will fall into the Green or Amber
zones. If any of them falls into the Purple or Red zones, take prompt action to reduce
the overall load being handled during the shift. Consider eliminating manual handling
of the heavier weights; consider reducing the number of items handled; consider
reducing a significant proportion of item weights.

4.4. EXPLANATION OF COLOUR ZONE BOUNDARIES
The Red – Purple boundary in the V-MAC is the same as the boundary in the Load
weight/frequency graph for lifting operations in the MAC for up to 1800 lifts per shift. The
Green – Amber and Amber – Red boundaries in the V-MAC are the same as the boundaries in
the MAC for up to 2520 lifts per shift. Because the V-MAC considers the total number of lifts
per shift, above those figures further account has been taken of the physiological demands of the
task. The boundaries in the MAC (Monnington et al., 2002) are based on the work of Snook
and Ciriello (1991). In their studies to determine MAWLs, their subjects had 40 minutes to
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select the maximum weight that they considered acceptable for handling at a set frequency over
the course of an eight-hour working day. The subjects did not experience handling the selected
loads for a full day, and as a result overestimated their capacity for the more frequent lifts. The
MAWLs selected at frequencies of one lift every 14 seconds or less (4.3 lifts or more per
minute) exceeded the acceptable physiological limits for eight-hour tasks of maximum oxygen
consumption rates of 1000 ml•min-1 for males and 700 ml•min-1 for females.
Validation studies where the subjects handled for four hours have shown that a 40 minute
adjustment period is sufficient to determine MAWL for frequencies up to 6 lifts per minute
(Ciriello et al., 1990; Karwowski and Yates, 1984). However, at frequencies of 8 lifts per
minute or greater, the MAWL continues to decrease over the four hours (Karwowski and Yates,
1984; Karwowski and Yates, 1986).
The figures of Snook and Ciriello (1991) indicated that for weights in the MAC Green and
Amber zones, lifting at least once every 9 seconds (6.7 lifts per minute, 2800 lifts per shift)
exceeds the physiological criteria within 40 minutes so a boundary was inserted at 2800 lifts per
minute. The finding (Karwowski and Yates, 1986) that above six lifts per minute (one lift every
10 seconds, 2520 lifts per shift) MAWLs decreased over a four hour period indicated that a
second boundary was desirable there. Therefore, in Figure 1, the zone that is Green below 2520
lifts per shift becomes Amber at that point and Red at 2800 lifts per shift. Similarly, the zone
that is Amber below 2520 lifts per shift becomes Red at and Purple at 2800 lifts per shift.
In the MAC Red zone, lifting at least once every 14 seconds (4.3 lifts per minute, 1800 lifts per
shift), exceeds the physiological criteria so in Figure 1 the zone that is Red below 1800 lifts per
shift becomes Purple at this point.
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Figure 6 Colour code and values of summary bars in the draft Excel workbook for a
baggage handling task

Figure 7 V-MAC levels of risk in the draft Excel workbook
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APPENDIX 1

BENEFITS OF VARIABILITY IN MANUAL
HANDLING JOBS

A review (Burdorf et al., 2003) of the evidence of the benefits of variation of posture and load
on MSDs showed contradictory evidence. Studies of increasing breaks during work
demonstrated short-term effects on discomfort and fatigue, but the effects were small. Some
intervention studies have shown positive effects from increasing job variability, but others have
shown no change in musculoskeletal complaints from job rotation.
Contrary to expectation, a prospective study of refuse collectors (Kuijer et al., 2003) found an
increased risk of low back pain (LBP) among staff rotating between driving and collecting.
They noted that job rotation probably has no effect on the peak mechanical load but only on the
cumulative load. Because of possible confounding by the healthy worker effect, they
considered that a conclusion that job rotation increases low back risk was premature.
Van Dieen and Kuijer (2003) noted that increasing the variability of physical work can only
reduce health risks if cumulative loading is a determinant of the probability of tissue damage.
They found that the intensity of work needs to be at a safe level before increasing variability
will have any substantial benefit in preventing injury and stated that,
“Evidently spreading high risk jobs over many people will not bring down injury statistics.”
However, according to Mathiassen and Christmansson (2004), the expectation that job rotation
within a group will reduce the overall incidence of disorders assumes that subjects working at
low loads will benefit from periods at higher loads and vice-versa. In other words, the tasks are
seen as complementary by promoting recovery from each other. They described the general
agreement among ergonomists that variation in postures and loads is positive as based on
indirect evidence and stated that,
“ergonomic epidemiology offers only vague suggestions regarding the possible effects on
health of more variation in different jobs, as well as on what health-promoting patterns of
variation might look like.”
They also reviewed studies that had shown that workers can perceive compulsory short recovery
breaks as an annoyance that interrupts work at inconvenient moments. The alternative of an
allowance for discretionary breaks has the disadvantage that the breaks are often not fully
utilised. According to them, stronger drivers superseded the possible wish of the individuals to
protect their long-term health, and a formal autonomy to take breaks will not be realised if other
factors in the production system act against it. Other studies suggested that the biological drive
to take a rest was weak in low-level steady work.
Van Dieen and Kuijer (2003) concluded that there is ample evidence that cumulative loading
partly determines failure probabilities of different anatomical structures and tissues, though the
mechanisms are still open to debate. They suggested that the intensity of physical workload
must be at a safe level before increasing variability will substantially reduce the probability of
injury. In other words, spreading high-risk jobs over many people will not bring down injury
statistics. They suggested that a well-balanced variable physical workload might promote
health rather than just reducing health risks because of its effects on the load-bearing capacity of
anatomical structures. They did however caution that the scope for variability is determined by
task constraints and that tasks requiring large effort or high precision will probably not allow
much variability.
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APPENDIX 2
RELEVANCE OF GUIDANCE AND STANDARDS
DOCUMENTS TO THE ASSESSMENT OF VARIABILITY
IN MANUAL HANDLING
A 2.1

UK, AUSTRALIAN AND NORTH AMERICAN GUIDANCE DOCUMENTS

As previously noted, the HSE guidance on the 1992 Manual Handling Operations Regulations
(as amended) (HSE, 2004) does not mention the issue of very variable loads or frequencies of
handling. An examination of non-UK guidance documents found the same.
In Australia, WorkSafe Victoria produced “A Guide to Manual Order Picking” (WorkSafe
Victoria, 2004) to give guidance to the warehousing industry. WorkCover NSW issued an
amended version (WorkCover New South Wales, 2006). Both versions concentrated on the
physical layout of the warehouse. The first of a series of key principles for manual order
picking is that “High volume picking and packing should be done predominantly by mechanical
means”. A statement is included that “Warehouse management practices (such as setting work
rates, shift length including overtime and use of engineered standards or bonus systems) must
not promote excessive work rates, poor manual handling or discourage the taking of appropriate
breaks.” There is no guidance on how to assess frequency of handling and therefore no
guidance on assessing very variable handling.
Work funded by IRSST in Canada produced “An ergonomic analysis process for MSD
prevention” in “Work involving varied tasks” (Chicoine et al., 2006). By “varied tasks” they
mean tasks that are either long-cycle or very variable. They recommend a participatory
approach to identifying and resolving problems. They thus seek to direct attention away from
work-related MSD risk factors because “The gateway to the analysis is no longer the risk factor,
as is the case for repetitive tasks, but rather identification of the problems.” This is on the basis
that in long-cycle or varied tasks it is very difficult to estimate the impact of the risk factors.
The focus is in fact on long-cycle tasks and gives no guidance on assessing repetitive tasks
where the loads or frequencies are variable.
The ACGIH have proposed a “Threshold Limit Value” (TLV) for low back risk (Marras and
Hamrick, 2006). However, this only applies to “mono-lifting” tasks, i.e. ones in which the loads
are similar and the starting and destination points are repeated. It therefore does not address the
issue of load variability. Moreover, the status of TLVs is that ACGIH is not a standards setting
body but as a scientific organization, it has established committees that review the existing
published, peer-reviewed scientific literature. It publishes TLVs for use by industrial hygienists
in making decisions regarding safe levels of exposure. They describe a TLV as only one of
multiple factors to be considered in evaluating specific workplace situations and conditions. A
TLV represents a scientific opinion based on a review of existing peer-reviewed scientific
literature by committees of experts in public health and related sciences.
A 2.2

INTERNATIONAL AND EUROPEAN STANDARDS

European (BS EN 1005-2, 2003) and International (ISO 11228-1, 2003) standards deal with
manual handling. They are described by Schaub (2006a; 2006b; 2006c). They take similar
approaches, based on the 1991 NIOSH Lifting Equation (Waters et al., 1994) and do not
address the issue of variability in load or frequency.
However, within ISO 11228-1 (2003), there is a 10,000 kg daily limit for cumulative mass
handled, alongside cumulative limits per minute and per hour for shorter durations of handling.
These limits for shorter periods are not simple fractions of the daily limit “because the risks for
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short term, medium term and long term are qualitatively different” (Schaub, 2006a). A
cumulative mass limit would get round many of the practical difficulties that occur in assessing
variability in handling, as it merely requires a daily total, without assessing the detailed pattern
of handling.
There are problems with this cumulative limit. This can be seen in the ambiguity in the wording
in ISO 11228-1 (2003), as in some places it is specified that the limit is the product of mass and
frequency of carrying (ISO 11228-1, 2003, paragraph 3.14) and the “Step model” in Figure 1
distinguishes lifting from carrying. However, in other places (ISO 11228-1, 2003, Table 1 and
Annex B.1.3) the limit is applied to handling where the carrying distance is less than 1 m, i.e.
there is effectively no carrying involved. Moreover, in Table 1, the 10,000 kg daily limit is
applied to distances from 1 m up to 10 m. When the carrying distance is 20 m, the daily limit is
reduced to 6,000 kg. This means that the 10,000 kg daily limit is effectively a limit on all lifting
activities, whether or not carrying is involved.
Schaub (2006a) states that the step in ISO 11228-1 (2003) that considers the cumulative mass
considers data from Norme Française (NF) X 35-106 (AFNOR, 1985), NF X 35-109 (AFNOR,
1989), Grieco et al. (1997), Bongwald et al. (1995), Garg et al. (1978), and Genaidy and
Asfour (1987)). Of these, NF X 35-109 is the most relevant as it addresses “Acceptable limits
of manual load carrying for one person”. It is based on work on carrying (Monod et al., 1985;
Evans et al., 1983; Faria et al., 1985; Kapitaniak et al., 1989; Monod and Zerbib, 1985; Monod
and Kapitaniak, 1988; Monod and Kapitaniak, 1996; Monod and Garcin, 1996) that is discussed
in detail in Appendix A 5.3 of this report. It recommends mass limits in kg per minute for
carrying over distances up to 20 m. However, it does not give daily totals. NF X 35-106 deals
with “Recommended force limits for work” and does not address daily load. Grieco et al.
(1997) discuss the way that the 1991 NIOSH Lifting Equation (Waters et al., 1994) was used as
the basis of the EN and ISO standards, but makes no mention of the issue of total daily load.
Bongwald et al. (1995) reviewed various methods of evaluating manual lifting and carrying
activities, including a draft of ISO 11228-1, which they quoted as specifying a 10,000 kg
cumulative daily mass for carrying. They did not give any other source for a daily limit, so the
reference in Schaub (2006a) is circular. Both Garg et al. (1978)and Genaidy and Asfour (1987)
addressed physiological limits for manual handling, but did not address daily totals.
It is therefore clear that none of the sources cited in support of the 10,000 kg limit for daily load
provide any evidence to support it.
A 2.3

FRENCH GUIDANCE DOCUMENTS

A French guidance document ED 776 (INRS, 1994) gave separate graphs for males and females
for maximum daily tonnage as a function of load. It appears that these guidelines relate to
lifting tasks rather than carrying tasks. It permitted males to lift 30 kg loads to a maximum
tonnage of 2.5 tonnes per day. For loads of 5 kg, it permitted up to 12.5 tonnes per day.
Intermediate values fell on a straight line. These equate to 83 lifts per day at 30 kg and 2500
lifts per day at 5 kg. Assuming an eight-hour workday, the rates of handling range from 0.31
tonnes per hour at 30 kg, to 1.56 tonnes per hour at 5 kg. The values for females for unit
weights and daily tonnages were exactly 50% of the values for males with the hourly tonnages
ranging from 0.16 tonnes per hour at 15 kg to 0.78 tonnes per hour at 2.5 kg. It is clear that
these variable limits are not related to the 10,000 kg daily limit in ISO 11228-1 (2003).
More recent French guidance in ED 917 (INRS, 2003) has graphs of the same form, but
expressed as maximum tonnages per hour. Comparison of these values with the hourly rates for
ED 776 showed that the differences were small for males, especially for the smaller loads, but
the permissible totals for females had approximately doubled. For the maximum unit load for
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females of 15 kg this resulted in the handling rate increasing from 13.3 lifts per hour to 22.2 lifts
per hour. For a 2.5 kg unit load the handling rate doubled from 300 lifts per hour to 600 lifts per
hour. This meant that males and females had identical hourly tonnages.
The nature of these guidance documents is such that they do not contain detailed justification
for the limits given. Such levels of detail would not be of interest to the target group of
employers responsible for managing manual handling risks in the workplace. However, the
detailed scientific justifications for the 1994 and 2003 graphs have not been found. In
particular:
•

Though there are overlaps with the work on carrying discussed in Appendix A 5.3, it is
not clear what the relationships between the different recommendations are.

•

It is not clear why the maximum hourly tonnages for males and females differ in 1994
but are identical in 2003.

A 2.4

DANISH GUIDANCE

As noted above, the cited sources do not provide evidence to support the 10,000 kg daily limit
in ISO 11228-1 (2003). It is possible that this figure has its origin with the Danish Labour
Inspectorate, Arbejdstilsynet. Their Guide D.3.1 “Lift, pull and push” (Arbejdstilsynet, 2005)
gives guidelines for total daily load, but the limit does not depend on carrying distance but on
the horizontal distance of the load from the body. It specifies 10 tonnes per day for lifting close
to the body, 6 tonnes per day for lifting at forearm distance and 3 tonnes per day at ¾ arm
length. These reductions reflect the increase in load moment as the horizontal distance of the
load increases. However, no source is given for these limits, but they had appeared earlier in the
Danish Labour Inspectorate Notice 4.05.2 from 1994 (Worthy, 1996).
A 2.5

SUMMARY REGARDING STANDARDS AND GUIDANCE DOCUMENTS

The idea of a daily limit on the load to be handled is superficially attractive, but it must be
concluded that there is no scientific evidence to support the 10,000 kg figure irrespective of
frequency, and therefore such an approach is not a valid one to assessing jobs where the load
and/or frequency are very variable.
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APPENDIX 3

METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES REGARDING
ASSESSMENT OF VARIABLE HANDLING

This Appendix discusses the practical and conceptual problems that are inherent in attempts to
measure and assess variability in risk factors occurring in manual handling operations. It
summarises concepts that are used in epidemiological studies to assess variable exposures to
factors that have the potential to cause harm and that therefore could be used in assessment of
manual handling of variable loads at variable frequencies.
A 3.1

DIFFICULTIES IN ASSESSING VARIABLE MANUAL HANDLING

The issue of assessing the risk from manual handling when many different handling operations
are carried out by one individual (“multiple-component” jobs) has been discussed by Dempsey
(1999). He was considering a wider range of factors than just load and frequency, but his
conclusions equally apply to those specific factors. He noted that:
•

Exposure assessment criteria for manual materials handling (MMH) tasks typically
assess individual tasks so applying them to multiple-component jobs is problematic.

•

A major challenge is aggregating exposure from multiple tasks to provide a single
measure of exposure.

•

Determining the pertinent manual handling tasks that make up a job and collecting data
on them can be very time-consuming.

•

Assessing non-repetitive tasks is particularly challenging. At the extreme, the materials
handled change continuously, such as is common in some shipping and receiving
transportation and service jobs.

•

An overall exposure assessment will require selective sampling of tasks, combining
tasks by aggregating parameters across tasks, or spending an enormous amount of time
performing the assessment.

Similarly, other authors (Ayoub and Woldstad, 1999) remarked on the need to focus on whole
jobs not individual tasks, saying that,
“It is the authors’ opinion that future modelling efforts should and will concentrate on
providing insight into the musculoskeletal risks of jobs and careers, instead of tasks.”
Moreover, they noted that another source of variability is the intermittent way in which loads
are handled, even when being handled at set frequencies. This means that there are differences
between when the person is actually handling and the periods between each handling event:
“MMH can be regarded as a pulse function of two to three seconds duration. The gross
assumption of a continuous MMH activity does not reflect the metabolic and
cardiorespiratory peaks obtained at precisely the moment when the physical pulse loading is
applied to the human body.”
Mathiassen et al. (2003) noted that task variability can convey important information about its
character, as well as information about the performance of the individual carrying out the task.
They used within-day variance as an index of the similarity of repeated periods of exposure and
found that it could differ significantly between subjects performing the same task or
combination of tasks. This makes it difficult to use measurements from one or two workers to
assess exposure of a group of workers. They also discussed “exposure latitude” as the potential
of a production system to offer variable exposures to the workforce.
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A 3.2

BASIC EPIDEMIOLOGICAL EXPOSURE CONCEPTS

A number of concepts underlie epidemiological methods for assessing exposure to potentially
hazardous risk factors. These and issues relating to the practicalities of exposure measurement
are discussed below.
Exposure must be thought of as a measure of how much an individual or population encounters
a hazard that has the potential to cause harm, i.e. an adverse outcome. The severity of harm
may or may not be related to the level of exposure. Kriebel et al. (2007) stated that,
“exposure is a complex time-varying quantity that must be summarised before it can be used
for exposure-response modelling.”
Since exposure is complex to define and measure, they listed commonly used summary
measures of exposure (Table 1).
Table 1 Common summary measures of exposure (after Kriebel et al., 2007)
Summary measure

Description

Representative
physiological processes

Example

Average exposure

Arithmetic or geometric Slowly or partially
mean of exposures
reversible effects

Pulmonary irritants and
FEV1

Cumulative exposure

Product of intensity and
duration of exposure

Cumulative irreversible
effects

Silica and silicosis

Duration of exposure

The elapsed time from
the start of exposure

Cumulative irreversible
effects

Noise exposure and
hearing loss

Peak exposure

Various measures of
short term, high
exposure periods

Reversible,
inflammatory processes

Load on low back and
low back pain

They pointed out that,
“The “black box” between exposure and disease involves two linked dynamic processes; the
exposure-dose relation and the dose-response relation” and “what is typically measured
epidemiologically is the exposure-disease relation”.
“The ability to collect large numbers of measurements, including continuous profiles of
intensity over long periods of time, is not a common situation in occupational epidemiology”
“The choice of summary measures of exposure is essentially an exercise in choosing weights:
how much weight to attribute to each component of the exposure profile, such that the
summary measure will be proportional to risk.”
“often measures that may have very different biological significance are, in the study data,
highly correlated. … This problem has often been encountered when investigators attempt
to study peak exposures – jobs or individuals with high peak exposures often have high mean
or cumulative exposures as well.”
Winkel and Mathiassen (1994) suggested translating classical epidemiological concepts, which
were developed in the context of chemical exposures, into concepts for assessing mechanical
exposure in ergonomic epidemiology. The corresponding terms are given in Table 2.
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Table 2 Exposure concepts for ergonomic epidemiology
Chemical exposure

Mechanical exposure

Exposure

External exposure

Exposure concentration

External exposure level

Cumulative exposure

External exposure level × duration

Burden, dose rate

Internal exposure level

Dose

Internal exposure level × duration

•

Exposure concentration/external exposure level represents the intensity or concentration
of the agent that can cause harm as experienced by the person at risk.

•

Cumulative exposure represents the total external exposure experienced. It is usually
calculated as the arithmetic mean, or possibly the geometric mean if the dose-response
relationship is non-linear. It can be defined as the integral over time of the intensity of
exposure of the person. However, it ignores the temporal pattern of exposure delivery.

•

Burden/dose rate represents the intensity of the agent that can cause harm experienced
at the level of the tissue that will be damaged by the exposure.

•

Dose represents the accumulation of a toxicant within the body. It can be represented
by either the arithmetic mean or the integral over time of the intensity of the dose
experienced at the tissue at risk.

They further defined the term “variation pattern” as the interaction between exposure level and
repetitiveness. Repetition of a short-cycle exposure variation pattern for an extended period
would lead to a work task being classified as “monotonous”. It therefore follows that very
variable work tasks should be classified as non-monotonous.
A 3.3

MEASUREMENT OF EXPOSURE INTENSITY

The choice of the best way of measuring exposure intensity depends on the nature of the doseinduction process under investigation (Checkoway and Rice, 1992).
A 3.3.1

Peak exposure

Peak exposure can be defined in various ways:
•

The highest intensity experienced during exposure – a relative peak;

•

Exposure intensity that is greater than a specific value (e.g., a permissible exposure
level) – an absolute peak;

•

As a deviation from the mean exposure.

Generally, for peak exposures to be aetiologically significant in disease induction:
•

The effect of the exposure on the body must be of short duration, i.e. an acute effect
occurs, rather than a chronic one;

•

There must be non-linear rates of biological damage during periods of intense exposure.

MSDs have many of the characteristics described here: ceasing exposure to lifting can be seen
as analogous to ceasing exposure to a substance with a short retention time.
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A 3.3.2

Exposure time course

This involves computing cumulative exposure for the periods before, during and after the peak
value.
A 3.3.3

Exposure intensity

This is usually estimated from measurements made at single points in time, or during discrete
(brief) time intervals, such as a single work shift.
A 3.3.4

Cumulative damage model

A cumulative damage model can be assumed for either an acute or a chronic condition, with the
only difference being in the widths of the “time windows” during which the aetiologically
related accumulations of exposure are assumed to have occurred.
“Ultimately, however, disentanglement of peak and cumulative exposure effects should be
accomplished most effectively in investigations of relatively short-term sequelae of substance
with short retention times in the body.” (Checkoway and Rice, 1992)
A 3.4

DOSE METRICS

A 3.4.1

Types of dose experienced at the tissue level

Checkoway et al. (1989b) described the concept of dose modelling as a way of estimating the
relationship between dose or exposure and adverse outcomes. They described four possible
cases and associated dose models.
“The first case is when all the material moves out of all organs with a halftime that is short in
comparison to one year… Under this condition, the organ burden and, hence, the dose are
directly proportional to the average exposure intensity for the year. This proportionality is a
function of the physical and chemical properties of the substance, the route of entry into the
body, and the uptake and metabolism of the target organ.”
“The second case arises when the material moves quickly out of the portal of entry organs …
but is retained significantly in a systemic organ(s) for times longer than one year. As in the
first case, the burdens for the portal of entry organs are proportional to exposure intensity.
However, this proportionality does not hold for systemic target organs;”
“The third situation is when the material moves slowly out of the portal of entry organs but is
rapidly cleared from systemic organ. … Here systemic organ burdens are directly
proportional to burdens in the portal of entry organs.”
“Finally there is the case in which substances are retained for long periods of time in both the
portal of entry and systemic organs.”
MSDs are often seen as having both acute and chronic effects. The propensity of the body to
repair itself means that the effects on rapidly renewed tissues such as muscle can be seen as
analogous to Case 1; effects on more slowly renewed tissues such as cartilage can be seen as
analogous to the systemic organs in Case 2.
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A 3.4.2

Non-linear relationships

Kriebel et al. (2007) noted that non-linear/dynamic responses/processes can be expected when:
•

Previous exposure has inhibited normal clearance/repair processes – Acquired
susceptibility;

•

Extreme sensitivity exists due to immunological response mechanisms (e.g. asthma);

•

Effective repair mechanisms are stimulated by injury

“When disease risk is not thought to be proportional to dose, then cumulative exposure may
not be an appropriate summary measure of exposure.”
“Measures of exposure which are constructed using explicit hypotheses about the exposuredose and/or dose-risk relations are called dose metrics”.
Dose metrics usually involve either:
•

Clearance rates, or

•

Rates of repair of tissue damage.

Kriebel et al. (2007) picked up the study reported by Wells and Krajcarski (2001) and
Krajcarski and Wells (2008) and described the included jobs as having patterns of exposure
(load moment acting on the L4/L5 intervertebral disc) characterised by short bursts of high
force separated by periods of rest.
A 3.4.3

Choosing the best exposure/dose metric

Choices can be made between the different exposure and dose models using the following
considerations:
•

Better statistical fit to the epidemiological data;

•

Ease of interpretation and comprehension;

•

Ease of generalising measures across exposure settings;

•

Dose metric may be preferable to exposure index if multiple exposure routes need to be
combined;

•

Dose metrics are preferable if attempting to predict risk from varied exposure.

A 3.4.4

Cautions

•

Dosimetric modelling will not make up for bad measurement of exposure;

•

Additional assumptions are required about the structure of the dose model and the
values of its parameters.
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A 3.5

DEALING WITH VARIABILITY OF EXPOSURE

A 3.5.1

Job category classification

Checkoway et al. (1989a) discussed issues around assignment of subjects to job categories.
When mutually exclusive categories are required and an individual has been employed in a
number of jobs, there are a number of options:
1

The first job

2

The last job

3

The job held longest

4

The presumed “most hazardous” job

Options 1 and 2 ignore the job history, so are undesirable; Option 3 is most representative of
exposure; Option 4 requires investigation of the range of jobs to create an ordinal ranking.
However, mutually exclusive systems of classifying jobs have problems if individuals move
frequently since an analysis that does not take into account movement between job categories
can produce misleading results. The best way to deal with this issue is to carry out a separate
analysis for each job category, and it is preferable to examine the effect of duration of
employment in each job category.
Sub-cohorts can be defined based on maximum exposure intensity/cumulative exposure levels
when quantified exposure data are available at the individual level.
A 3.5.2

Individual versus group-based assessments

Loomis and Kromhout (2004) noted that one approach is estimation of exposure for each
individual based on subject-specific data. This requires contact with each individual for
measurement or interview and features in many case-control or cohort studies. The downside of
this approach is that exposure-disease association can be seriously attenuated when the
variability over time of exposure of an individual is large compared to the variability between
people.
The main alternative is group-based where a subgroup’s exposure is estimated from a sample
and the mean assigned to each member of the subgroup. This approach is common in historical
studies or where logistical problems prevent access to each individual. However, they can
provide worse statistical precision than individual assessment where the variability between
individuals is high.
A 3.5.3

Methods of assessing multiple handling operations

Dempsey (1999) presented a number of methods of aggregating severity assessments of
multiple manual handling operations (Table 3).
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Table 3 Methods of aggregating multiple tasks (after Dempsey, 1999)
Method

Determinant Advantages

Disadvantages

Peak

Magnitude

Simple

Potential for bias when peak
considerably different to the
other values

Arithmetic mean

Magnitude

Less biased

Apparent mean

Perceived
average

Speed

Perception of mean may be
incorrect

Geometric mean
Time and frequency
weighted mean

Complex calculation
Magnitude,
(duration)
(frequency)

Capable of capturing primary
determinants of exposure;
relevant to cumulative loading

Values integrated over Magnitude,
time (cumulative
duration and
exposure)
frequency
Statistical sampling

Magnitude,
(duration)
(frequency)

NIOSH Composite
Lifting Index (CLI)
and derivatives (e.g.
SLI).

Magnitude,
frequency

A 3.5.4

Impractical for very variable
jobs
Useful for jobs with high
variability
Lack of epidemiological
support; not suited to varying
duration of different exposures;
complex calculations;
unorthodox arithmetic.

Diversity and variation

In the context of biomechanical exposure Mathiassen and Winkel (1996) proposed definitions
of the concepts of “diversity” and “variation”. Within “variation”, they included:
•

Change in exposure over time;

•

How much exposure changes;

•

How quickly exposure changes;

•

Whether patterns occur such as regularly recurring elements;

•

“Static” work as being a special case of limited change in exposure;

•

“Repetitive” work where similar tasks are performed repeatedly.

They excluded from the concept:
•

Measures of the average exposure;

•

The gross duration of exposure.

They proposed that “diversity” should refer to differences in exposure between “exposure
entities” such as tasks, jobs, occupations, days or work cycles. They noted the lack of
development of suitable metrics, except that significant attention has been paid to repetitive
patterns of work, but with little consideration to the measurement of repetitiveness apart from
cycle time. They noted that random distribution of exposure across time will lead to exposure
variance between blocks of exposure decreasing as the block lengths increase. In cyclic work,
this means that the cycle time is the block length to analyse for exposure diversity. In noncyclic work, block length must be defined on other grounds. They suggested searching for
patterns of autocorrelation and self-similarity as possible methods of analysis.
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Loomis and Kromhout (2004) also discussed issues around exposure variability:
“the notion that exposure varies between groups of people is fundamental to epidemiological
research.”
Exposure data are normally put into categories, such as “exposed” or “not exposed”, so “it is
normally the case that exposure does vary within categories treated as uniform.”
“decisions about which time scale is relevant should still be biologically based”.
They described random effects analysis of variance (ANOVA) models as useful because they
partition variability into variance components associated with different factors. They also stated
that occupational exposures tend to follow lognormal distributions rather than Gaussian Normal
distributions. This raises an important issue relating to models, such as the 1991 NIOSH Lifting
Equation, that use a multiplicative equation. ANOVA models therefore often use logtransformed data to obviate this problem.
Hierarchical variance models can be used where (e.g.) exposure varies between groups, between
people within groups and within people over time.
“Exposure variability, and thereby efficiency, can be augmented by carefully selecting
populations to increase exposure ranges or expand the overall variance of exposure”
“If exposure varied only over time, but not among people, then monitoring a single individual
would be sufficient to characterize the exposure of a population. … At the opposite extreme,
a single instantaneous measurement for each person in the study would be sufficient if
exposure varied only between people and not over time.”
A 3.5.5

Exposure variation analysis (EVA)

The concept of “Exposure Variation Analysis” (EVA) was introduced by Mathiassen and
Winkel (1991) in the context of analysis of electromyography (EMG). They distinguished
between laboratory studies where it is necessary to describe variation in a controlled exposure
regimen and field studies where quantification of variation is a problem of reducing exposuretime data to a smaller number of meaningful variables. They noted that “working time” is a
measure of cumulative exposure, and not a measure of the cyclic nature of the task. Instead,
“the cyclic character of an intermittent regimen … may be thoroughly defined by a set of three
parameters, containing information about work load, cycle time and duty cycle.”
The three parameters were defined as:
1. Mean load – the arithmetic mean of both exercise (active/“exposed”) and pause (“nonexposed”) periods. This is analogous to mean power output in dynamic exercise. It is
preferable that this is expressed as absolute load, not a relative load such as percentage
capacity.
2. Cycle time (CT) – the time from the start of an exercise period to the start of the next
exercise period. It is the sum of the exercise period and the pause period.
3. Duty Cycle (DC) – the percentage of the cycle time taken up by the exercise period.
Their method for characterising EVA involves tabulating the percentage of working time spent
in each exposure level and each CT/DC combination. This can be effectively displayed as a 3D bar chart. The exposure level categories and time-periods should be chosen to suit the actual
data, and logarithmic scales may be appropriate.
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Jansen et al. (2001) raised the issue of how data matrices from different EVAs could be
analysed and used a second-stage hierarchical regression approach to deal with the problem of
correlation between cells in matrices as a subject can only enter a cell from an adjacent cell.
They demonstrated differences between occupational groups in trunk angle distributions.
Compared to office workers, nurses and housekeepers spent more of their time in larger trunk
angles but for short durations, whereas the office workers spent more of their time at smaller
trunk angles for longer periods. In other words, nurses and housekeepers carried out more
dynamic work with more trunk flexion, whereas the office workers performed static work.
Anton et al. (2002; 2003) used a modification of EVA called “clustered EVA” (CEVA) to
quantify variable non-cyclic work. This involved clustering intensity levels and duration levels
to allow contrasts to be made between low, moderate and high intensities. They contrasted their
approach of using a priori defined clusters with that of Jansen et al. (2001) who described the
overall exposure patterns in the data. They described CEVA as a summary measure not
intended to describe the entire exposure pattern as EVA does. EVA can be analysed with
multivariate ANOVA but CEVA requires mixed repeated-measures ANOVA.
Mathiassen (2006) proposed that a fruitful development of the EVA would be a “continuous
EVA” that looked at the rate of change of exposure as a function of the instantaneous exposure.
A 3.5.6

Variability in cyclic tasks

Mathiassen and Christmansson (2004) found that there were a reasonable assortment of
approaches for quantifying the frequency dimension of posture, but “similarity has rarely been
quantified”. They referred to “the implicit but uncontrolled assumption that the load pattern is
identical from one repetition to the next” and cited figures of coefficients of variation of posture
between repetitions of up to 0.30. They also noted that similarity can be assessed independent
for each of the three dimensions of posture, frequency and duration.
They suggested using a “task EVA” to assess similarity with the amplitude categories in an
EVA replaced by the different tasks occurring in the job. This would show whether a job
involves prolonged periods at the same task or frequent shifts between tasks. They then went on
to identify that postures need to be analysed by task to reveal whether changes between tasks
also result in changes in posture.
They listed three sources of posture variation within a job:
•

Within-task variability associated with the performance of a specific task;

•

Between-task variability associated with the differences between tasks;

•

Schedule variability due to variability in the time schedule for changing between tasks.

Since variation is seen as beneficial in reducing fatigue, they suggested that alternative work
tasks or active pauses would be a more effective source of it than total rest.
A 3.5.7

Time weighted averages

Nicas and Spear (1993a; 1993b) presented a model accounting for variability in short-term timeweighted average exposures within a task. It treats the job as made up of a number of tasks that
might not all be performed on the same workday. Each task is seen as occurring for one or
more occurrences of a minimum period over an 8-hour day. Thus, if one task lasts only 15
minutes and a second task lasts two hours, the two-hour task is made up of eight 15-minute
periods. An eight-hour time weighted average (TWA) can therefore be calculated. If the task
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durations vary between days the total distribution of 8-hour TWAs is a mixture of different dayspecific distributions of 8-hr TWAs.
The arithmetic mean of the worker’s total distribution of full-shift TWAs depends only on the
arithmetic means and long-term time weight for the task specific distributions of short-term
TWAs. However, the variance of the total distribution of full-shift TWAs depends on the
degree of autocorrelation in successive short-term TWAs over a continuous task period and also
on the extent of day-to-day task variability in the task-time weights. The model can also handle
break periods with zero exposure.
A 3.5.8

Time variation patterns

Wells et al. (2004) looked at the issues of the concepts needed for unambiguous mechanical
exposure measurement. They focused on the force as an agent in the development of
musculoskeletal disorders. They described this as a time-varying agent with three dimensions:
•

Amplitude;

•

Frequency or time variation pattern;

•

Duration of the exposure.

They gave cumulative load or maximum weight lifted as examples of exposure indices for
manual handling. They stated that appropriate questions include:
“Is there a force threshold before an effect occurs?”
“What is the nature of the recovery or restorative process?”
“What is its time constant?”
They noted that if there are non-linear of threshold effects or the time constant is short
compared to the duration of the exposure then simple models based on exposure can be
misleading. Unpublished work by Krajcarski modelled spinal responses to loading across a
whole shift. The exposure indices of the value of the response at the end of the shift and the
peak during the shift were the best discriminators between cases and non-cases of low-back pain
in a case-control study in the automotive industry.
Krajcarski and Wells (2008) built on the work of Wells et al. (2004) by evaluating the
modelling of responses as a potential time-history sensitive assessment approach.
Since biological systems tend to have fast initial responses that level off during a prolonged
challenge and recover exponentially with time when the challenge is removed, they can be
approximated by a first-order transfer function. The time constant is the time it takes the system
to respond to 1-1/e (63.2%) of the magnitude of unit step input and 1/e (36.8%) of the time it
takes to recover from an impulse response. A system that responds more quickly has a shorter
time constant. Time constants for biological systems in the low back can vary from a few
seconds to about 4 hours. They therefore used both peak exposure and the exposure response at
the end of the shift as indices of exposure.
Their study was base on shift-long exposure profiles for individual workers in a large number of
jobs. Using the modelled peak response allowed them to capture short, acute, changes in the
system response; the end-of-shift modelled response allowed them to represent the overall effect
of the work-shift on the individual.
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Their results suggested that their modelling provided improved estimates for low back pain
reporting with increased risk estimates and narrower confidence intervals with time constants of
2 s and between 1000 s and 5000 s.
A 3.5.9

Effect of cycle time and duty cycle

Moore and Wells (2005) controlled the relationship between duration of exertion and the rate of
repetition in order to examine the implications for acceptable levels of exertion. The usual
psychophysical methodology specifies the frequency at which an exertion is initiated and hence
the “cycle time”. It is rare for it to specify the actual duration of exertion. Hence, the
proportion of time within each cycle that the exertion occurs for (the “duty cycle”) is usually not
controlled. If the frequency increases, the amount of rest available between repetitions will
decrease unless the speed of movement is increased to compensate.
They noted that it is possible that psychophysical studies that adjust frequency could have
different results to those that adjust the workload. However they noted the difficulty of
studying such situations since adjustment of frequency leads to subjects varying both their cycle
time and their duty cycle.
They carried out an experiment where the participants had to apply a torque to a simulated inline nut-runner at four different frequencies (every 3, 6, 12 or 20 s) for three different duty
cycles (25, 50 and 83%). They found that duty cycle significantly affected the amount of torque
selected as the maximum acceptable but when duty cycle was controlled, cycle time no longer
had an effect on selected torque. They suggested that the increase in duty cycle is potentially
more important in the choice of an acceptable workload than the frequency for the range of high
frequency efforts they studied.
In the case of lifting, the exertion duration is likely to be relatively constant and of the order of
2-3 seconds. Therefore, as the frequency increases, the cycle time decreases, and the duty cycle
increases. This is shown in Table 4:
Table 4 Simple lifting task
Rate

Cycle time

Start of lift

End of lift

Rest time

Duty cycle

2 lifts/min

30 s

T=0

T=3

27 s

10%

4 lifts/min

15 s

T=0

T=3

12 s

20%

For tasks involving horizontal travel of the person due to carrying, pushing and pulling or
walking, the task duration will depend on the distance travelled and the speed of walking. If the
speed of walking is constant, the duration will depend on the distance. Hence, the duty cycle
will depend on both the distance and the cycle time.
Tasks involving horizontal travel can be combined with other exertions such as lifting the load,
carrying it, and lowering it at the destination. A repetitive carrying or pushing/pulling task may
include an unloaded walk back to the position where the carry started. Other, more complex,
scenarios can also be envisaged. The duty cycle time consists of the time spent on activities that
require physical exertion. It must fit into the cycle time. Table 5, Table 6 and Table 7 illustrate
scenarios of increasing complexity:
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Table 5 Simple carry – no lifting/lowering, no unloaded return
Rate

Cycle time

Start of carry

End of carry

Rest time

Duty cycle

2 carries/min

30 s

T=0

T=5

25 s

16.7%

4 carries/min

15 s

T=0

T=5

10 s

33.3%

Table 6 Push trolley, walk back unloaded
Rate

Cycle time

Start of push Start of walk End of walk
back
back

Rest time

Duty cycle

2 pushes/min 30 s

T=0

T=5

T = 10

20 s

33.3%

4 pushes/min 15 s

T=0

T=5

T = 10

5s

66.6%

Table 7 Combined lift, carry, lower, walk back
Cycle
time

Start of
lift

Start of
carry

Start of
lower

Start of
End of
Rest
walk back walk back time

Duty
cycle

2 cycles/min 30 s

T=0

T=2

T=7

T=9

T = 14

16 s

46.7%

4 cycles/min 15 s

T=0

T=2

T=7

T=9

T = 14

1s

93.3%

A 3.5.10

Temporal pattern of exposure

Varying exposure profiles with the same cumulative exposure will have equivalent effects only
when the probability of disease induction depends on the total exposure, not on the rate of
delivery of exposure:
•

There is no threshold intensity greater than the lowest exposure intensity

•

Similar exposure intensities at different ages have equivalent consequences

•

Prolonged uninterrupted exposure is not required for disease induction

The basic condition that total exposure is the only factor of relevance clearly does not apply to
MSDs.
A 3.5.11

The effect of variability on cumulative exposure estimates

Dunk et al. (2005) sought to determine the number of cycles of a task necessary to accurately
represent loading exposure for a shift, thereby accounting for cycle-to-cycle variability. They
studied a highly constrained laboratory task and a less constrained industrial task. The
laboratory task required a minimum of four cycles to provide a stable estimate of cumulative
loading. They found that measures of cumulative loading were quite variable within any given
session of an industrial task and a sample of 10 trials was not sufficient to provide a stable
estimate of compressive loading across subjects.
A 3.6

SUMMARY REGARDING METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES

The literature reviewed in this Appendix demonstrates that the difficulty of measurement of the
parameters of manual handling operations increases significantly as the variability of the
handling pattern increases. The difficulty of interpretation also increases significantly with this
increase in complexity. The EVA/CEVA methods that have been used with EMG data could be
applied to variable manual handling but would require development to allow the interpretation
of their outputs.
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APPENDIX 4

REVIEW OF ADDITIONAL STUDIES OF LIFTING

This Appendix reviews studies, either not included in the previous literature review or published
since it, that address the effects of variation in load or frequency on lifting tasks.
A 4.1

EFFECT OF FREQUENCY

A 4.1.1

Parcel sorting

Louhevaara et al. (1988) simulated a parcel-sorting task with a range of parcel sizes and weights
based on the long-term distribution of parcels handled by the Finnish Post Office. They asked
subjects to sort parcels at a fixed “slow” rate of three parcels per minute, their “habitual” rate,
an “accelerated” rate and their “maximal” rate. The mean maximal work rate was 16.9 parcels
per minute, with large variation and five of 21 subjects working at between 26 and 35 parcels
per minute. They noted poor control by the individuals at these speeds, and maximum effort
also resulted in increased lifting in extremely stretched body positions. They did not explore the
effect of the variability of the parcels.
A 4.1.2

Effect of experience and frequency

A pair of papers (Chany et al., 2006; Parakkat et al., 2007) report a study of experienced and
inexperienced manual handlers handling at fixed frequencies for 8 hour periods. The loadmoment was a between-subjects factor. Chany et al. (2006) used the Myers-Briggs Type
Inventory (MBTI) to classify subject personality and EMG and the Lumbar Motion Monitor
(LMM) to assess spinal loading. They found complex interactions between Frequency, Weight
(load-moment), experience and Personality Type and interpreted the results as suggesting that a
personality-job mismatch can result in increased spinal loading through the motor-control
strategies employed for repetitive lifting tasks. They suggested that Intuitors and Perceivers
might have perceived the continuous and repetitive nature of the task as stressful, leading to
higher muscle co-activity, thus resulting in higher loading. It must be noted that the MBTI
classification has been severely criticised as having inadequate validity (Pittenger, 2005) though
it has been reported as having strong internal consistency and good test-retest reliability
estimates (Capraro and Capraro, 2002).
Marras et al. (2006) found, as expected, that spinal compression increased monotonically and
significantly with load moment (p=0.0002). Changes in frequency did not affect spinal
compression or anterior-posterior shear, but did affect lateral shear (p<0.0001). The momentfrequency interaction affected compression with a complex though small effect (p=0.0024).
The experience-frequency interaction affected lateral shear (p<0.0001), and the momentexperience-frequency interaction affected lateral shear (p=0.0015).
They concluded that spine loading is governed by a complex mixture of work related factors
that affect the spine in multiple dimensions of loading. Frequency affected complex spine
loading in a complex manner – apparently due to increased muscle coactivity that occurred
when subjects were exposed to conditions to which they are not accustomed.
“Experienced workers increased spine loading when they were forced to work at slower rates
of lifts, whereas inexperienced workers increased their spine loads when they were forced to
work at faster paces.”
They concluded that biomechanical risk “is greatly reduced with experience” and argued that
training focused on “the proper sequencing of the muscle recruitment patterns” might provide a
means to minimise spine loading.
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Parakkat et al. (2007) reported findings using reports of back discomfort as an outcome
measure. The load-moment significantly affected the level of discomfort reported (p<0.0001).
Frequency did not have a significant effect, but there was significant interaction between
Frequency and load-moment (p=0.0010). Experience also significantly affected discomfort
(p<0.0001) and there was a significant interaction between experience and load-moment
(p=0.0002). This was due to experienced subjects reporting the same level of discomfort
regardless of load-moment, but the inexperienced subjects responded more strongly to the
greatest load-moment of 85 Nm. The interaction of lift frequency, time of lifting exposure and
moment was significant due to increasing discomfort reported at increasing frequency and over
the day when lifting the 85 Nm load. This effect was not seen for the other two loads.
The reported discomforts were generally unrelated to the loads experienced by the spine, as
measured by the EMG-assisted biomechanical model. Compression increased monotonically
with increasing load-moment, but discomfort increased only under the 85 Nm condition, and
only for the inexperienced subjects. The authors interpreted this as suggesting that perceived
discomfort reports are not representative of the biomechanically incurred spinal loading but are
influenced greatly by the lifting experience. Experienced subjects reported similarly low levels
of discomfort regardless of moment, lift frequency or time of day.
The authors therefore hypothesised that, regardless of the biomechanical implications, novice
subjects perceived a task to be overly strenuous when it exceeded a threshold of moment. It is
clear that the relationships between discomfort and biomechanical load were different between
the experienced and inexperienced subjects:
“The use of discomfort as a risk assessment tool will not be able to accurately represent the
differences in physical requirements of the work. Hence, discomfort reports should be
interpreted with caution when assessing the risk associated with a workplace.”
Yang et al. (2007) carried out a similar study that looked at low back oxygenation levels for
lifting for 8-hour periods. There were four inexperienced and six experienced subjects. Nine
subjects were male; the single female was in the inexperienced group. The frequencies used
were 2, 4, 8, 10 and 12 lifts per minute. Again, the task involved 90° asymmetry, with the lift
being carried out in front of the subject and the put down being to the right of the subject
Lift frequency had an effect on the oxygenation of the right erector spinae (p=0.0064), but not
on the left. This may be due to the asymmetry of the task. There was no interaction between
load and frequency. However, there was an interaction between work experience and frequency
(p=0.0216 for the right erector spinae, p>0.05 for the left). For experienced subjects there was
an increasing trend of oxygen saturation as lift frequency increased; for inexperienced subjects
there was no trend. There was also a very clear increasing trend of increasing saturation over
the day on both sides of the body (p<0.0001), with decreases during breaks. What is not clear
from the paper is how the oxygen saturation relates to oxygen consumption and heart rate.
A 4.1.3

Effect of frequency and container

Lee (2005) carried out measurements of MAWL for 10 males performing a 90° asymmetric
lifting task at 1, 2 and 4 lifts per min with three different size containers. They found significant
main effects of frequency and the container type. There was no interaction between frequency
and container. MAWL decreased by 16.1% from 1 lift per min to 4 lifts per min. Increasing the
container width in the sagittal plane from 35 cm to 50 cm decreased the MAWL by 8.6%.
Changing the container length in the transverse plane did not affect MAWL.
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MAWL values were much higher than the corresponding Recommended Weight Limits from
the 1991 NIOSH Lifting Equation (Waters et al., 1994). Lifting Index values derived from the
MAWLs increased from 3.0 to 4.6 as the container width and frequency increased.
A 4.1.4

Infrequent handling

Wu (1999) determined MAWLs for Chinese participants handling at one lift every eight hours
and one lift every five minutes. MAWL was significantly affected by both frequency and lifting
height.
A 4.1.5

Effect of lifting height and frequency

Nielsen et al. (1998) measured EMG in the erector spinae and the trapezius muscles and heart
rate while male postal workers handled 10 kg mail transport boxes from three heights and at
three frequencies. Changes in start height resulted in a trade-off between the low back and the
shoulders with the load on the low back being highest at the low heights and the load on the
shoulders being highest at the high heights. The heart rate increased as load increased and was
greater at the low and high heights than at the medium height.
Chen (2000) examined the effect of lifting range and lifting frequency on lifting techniques. A
more stooped technique was used in frequent tasks, tending to minimise the metabolic cost. For
floor-to-knuckle and floor-to-shoulder tasks, the knee angles were significantly greater at the
start of frequent lifts (1 or 4 lifts per minute) than for one-time maximum lifts. In other words,
the starting postures for the one-time maximum lifts were more stooped (straighter legs) than
for repetitive lifting. Also, at the put-down phase at 1 and 4 lifts per minute the elbows and
shoulders were more extended (i.e., straighter) than for one-time maximum lifts. He suggested
that the selection of lighter loads at the higher frequencies meant that subjects were better able
to place the box on the shelf with more fully extended elbows and shoulders, i.e. a greater
horizontal distance.
Chen (2003b) examined the effect of lift range and abdominal belt tightness on MAWL for
lifting at one-time maximum and four lifts per minute. Increasing belt tightness increased the
MAWL in floor-to-knuckle lifting, but did not affect MAWL in knuckle-to-shoulder lifting.
There was an interaction between range and frequency with one-time maximum being greater
for floor-to-knuckle lifting. However, there was no difference in MAWL for the two ranges at
four lifts per minute.
A 4.1.6

Relationship between frequency and fatigue

London and Bhattacharya (1985) looked at the effect of frequency of lifting on the development
of whole body and localised muscle fatigue. They found no effect of frequency on isometric
strengths of three muscle groups (grip strength, arm strength and torso strength). Rating of
Perceived Exertion (RPE) values increased with frequency, as did ratings of fatigue and
discomfort and heart rate. They found that the highest frequency produced excessive fatigue
and would be acceptable for only a short duration, not a whole shift.
A 4.2

LONG DURATION REPETITIVE HANDLING

A 4.2.1

Effect on trunk dynamics and spine loading

Marras and Granata (1997) examined the effect of long duration repetitive lifting to investigate
the issue of whether repetitive lifting changes the nature of the loading pattern on the spine and
hence the risk of work-related LBP. They used the LMM and EMG to measure trunk
kinematics. Subjects palletised/depalletised 11 pallets of 23 kg boxes at a rate of 125 boxes per
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hour (approx 2 lifts per minute). The subjects carried out a standard lift from knee height to
waist height at the start and after completing each pallet.
They documented a decrease in trunk flexion angle of > 15% that was offset by an 18% increase
in hip flexion. Peak extension velocity of the trunk decreased by 8°/sec and hip extension
velocity increased by a similar amount. Sagittal acceleration peaked at 97°/sec² and then
dropped to between 79-86°/sec². The trunk moment in the sagittal plane was found to decrease
by 7% over the period of execution of the task.
The main change observed was a trade-off between trunk motion and hip motion over the
course of the task. This resulted in them reducing the imposed lifting moment and thereby
reducing trunk compression. It resulted in a consequential increase in anterior-posterior shear
on the lumbar spine. This indicates that extended lifting sessions increase the risk to the low
back from shear forces.
A 4.3

EFFECT OF VARYING LOAD AND FREQUENCY ON METABOLIC
COST

A 4.3.1

Chinese males

Zhang (1999) studied physiological responses to a range of lifting frequencies (2, 3, 4, 5, and 6
lifts per minute) and weights (6, 12, 18, 24 and 30 kg) for floor to knuckle lifting. Predictive
equations for rate of oxygen consumption (VO2), VE (ventilation rate), heart rate and RPE
based on “repetitive work load” and lifting technique had R2 values between 96 and 98%
meaning that they all increased linearly with repetitive lifting workload. The only other factor
in the equations was the lift technique (freestyle, stoop or squat). For VO2, they did find
significant interactions between lifting frequency and both lifting technique and lifting weight.
For VE and heart rate, there was only an interaction between frequency and weight. There were
no significant interactions affecting RPE.
Tayyari et al. (1999) studied the physiological effects of lifting three loads (6.80 kg, 11.34 kg
and 15.88 kg) at three, four and six lifts per minute. Frequency had a larger effect on heart rate
than weight, but the difference was small (25% increase). However it had a much larger effect
on VO2 than weight did (275% increase).
A 4.3.2

US industrial workers

Dempsey et al. (2008) reported oxygen consumption prediction models for individual and
combination materials handling tasks. R2 values for the models ranged between 0.62 and 0.80.
Almost all models included both load and frequency but not interaction terms.
A 4.4

EFFECT OF TASK VARIATION ON METABOLIC COST

Garg et al. (1978) found that relatively minor changes in the physical parameters of a manual
activity can result in significant changes in the metabolic energy expenditure rate. Studies of 28
tasks at a variety of load and frequency were used to develop prediction equations for the net
metabolic cost of the tasks. Tasks included various types of lifting, lowering, and walking,
carrying, holding loads, sitting and standing. Most of the variability (80-97%) within a
technique could be explained by first-order interactions of body weight and load with the
frequency of loading the body. The prediction equations given are for single performances of
each task to allow the metabolic costs of repetitive or semi-repetitive jobs to be calculated by
partitioning the jobs into task factors.
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A 4.5

MAXIMUM ACCEPTABLE FREQUENCY/MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
HANDLING TIME INTERVALS

Smith and Fox (2000) measured Maximum Acceptable Frequency (MAF) of lift for light loads.
For a load of 0.7 kg, frequencies ranged from 22 to 40 lifts per minute. For a load of 4.5 kg, the
frequencies ranged from 14 to 31 lifts per minute.
Lee (2003) carried out a psychophysical experiment to determine the “minimum acceptable
handling time intervals” (MAHTI) for lifting and lowering tasks of fixed weights over a four
hour period. (This is equivalent to determining the “Maximum Acceptable Frequency”.) He
found that heavier loads produced larger MAHTI values. However, there was a non-linear
relationship between MAHTI and load weight, so MAHTI increased more dramatically than its
associated load weight. There were also interactions with lifting region as weight increased.
The MAHTI increased more in the knuckle to shoulder region than in the floor to knuckle or
floor to shoulder regions.
A 4.6

INTERACTION OF LOAD AND FREQUENCY

Maiti and Bagchi (2006) reported that ANOVA showed an interaction effect of load and
frequency on normalised heart rate. Analysis of their figures shows that heart rate increased as
load increased, but the increase was much greater at higher lifting frequencies. Their ANOVA
showed that the three-way interaction between lifting height, frequency and load did not affect
heart rate. They reported contradictory findings from a stepwise multiple regression that found
this three-way interaction was the most important determinant of normalised heart rate, but this
can be attributed to multi-collinearity between variables and the way that stepwise regression
includes or removes variables based on minor differences in predictive ability.
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APPENDIX 5

REVIEW OF ADDITIONAL STUDIES OF
CARRYING

This Appendix reviews studies either not included in the previous review or published since it,
that address the effects of variation in load or frequency on carrying tasks.
A 5.1

MAXIMUM ACCEPTABLE WEIGHT OF CARRY

A study by Wu and Chen (2001) replicated a psychophysical study of carrying that was carried
out Morrissey and Liou (1988). The simulated task was a lift, carry, lower and unloaded return
to the start position. Subjects were 12 male Chinese students. Frequencies studied were 1.0,
1.2, 1.6, 2.6 and 5.0 carries per minute. Distances were 1.0 m, 2.1 m, 3.5 m, 4.9 m and 6.0 m.
Box widths (in the sagittal plane) were 15.2, 24.7, 35.6, 46.5 and 55.9 cm. Cut out handles were
either used or not used.
The Maximum Acceptable Weight of Carry (MAWC) for the task was affected by the use of
handles (p<0.01), box width (p<0.001), carry frequency (p<0.001), and carry distance
(p<0.0001). There was no frequency × distance interaction. Heart rate was affected by handles
(p<0.01) and frequency and distance (both p<0.001). For heart rate there was an interaction
between frequency and distance (p<0.01) but box width did not affect it. Overall RPE was not
affected by handles or width but was affected by frequency (p<0.0001) and distance (p<0.0001).
There was no frequency × distance interaction for RPE.
MAWC increased by 4.6% with the use of handles. Heart rate and RPE increased with distance,
box width and frequency. Heart rate decreased by 4.4% with the use of handles, but they did
not significantly affect RPE. MAWC decreased by 21.6% as the container width in the sagittal
plane increased from 15.2 to 55.9 cm. It decreased by 32.5% as frequency increased from one
carry per minute to five carries per minute, while heart rate increased by almost 30% and RPE
increased by 23.8%. As the carry distance increased from 1.0 to 6.0 m, the MAWC decreased
by 25.1% but heart rate and RPE increased by 10.8% and 7.6% respectively.
Cheng and Lee (2006) also replicated the study of Morrissey and Liou (1988). All four
conditions significantly affected the MAWC (p<0.0001). Only frequency (p<0.0001) and carry
distance (p=0.0008) affected heart rate. Only frequency (p<0.0001) and carry distance
(p=0.0086) affected RPE. The only significant interaction was the effect on heart rate of the
combination of frequency and distance (p=0.0285). MAWC decreased with distance, box width
and frequency.
MAWC decreased as distance increased, up to a distance of 4.9 m, which was not significantly
different to 6.0 m. Both heart rate and RPE were greater at distances above 3.5 m than for
distances up to 2.1 m. It decreased as box width in the sagittal plane increased, up to a figure of
45 cm, which was not different to 55 cm. RPEs for the first four box widths were not
significantly different, but increased for the 55 cm box. MAWC decreased as frequency
increased and both heart rate and RPE increased. Use of handles increased MAWC by 10% and
decrease HR by 2% but did not affect RPE. The authors recommended that the factors of
carriage distance, frequency and rest breaks should be carefully controlled when handling
material in manufacturing environments.
A 5.2

ONE-HANDED/TWO-HANDED COMBINED TASKS

Yoon and Smith (1999) replicated work by Morrissey and Liou (1984) on two-handed
combined (lift/carry/lower) tasks but also looked at one-handed tasks. Frequencies were six
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lift/carries per minute, one lift/carry per minute and one lift/carry per five minutes. Subjects
were 10 male students. They found that MAWC was significantly affected by an interaction (p
= 0.0002) between handling frequency and number of hands used. MAWCs for two-handed
lifts/carries were greater than for one-handed at all frequencies but the difference in MAWC
between one and two hands became insignificant at six lifts per minute. There was also a
significant effect of the interaction on heart rate (p=0.0001). At each frequency, heart rate was
significantly higher for two-handed tasks than for one-handed tasks, but the difference became
greater at six lifts per minute. Whole-body RPE was significantly greater for two-handed tasks
at six lifts per minute but there was no significant difference at once per minute and once every
five minutes.
Taking the interactions into account, the general trend was for two-handed tasks to have greater
MAWCs, higher heart rates and no effect on whole body RPE. Also taking the interactions with
number of hands into account, the MAWC decreased as frequency increased; heart rate
increased as frequency increased, and whole-body RPE increased as frequency increased.
They developed a model for predicting one and two-handed combined task capacities:

Ln(C ) = (2.726 " 0.147 ! F " 0.249 ! Handcond + 0.003 ! Armstrength )
This has R2 =0.83, PRESS = 4.6387; C is the capacity; F is frequency; Handcond is 1 for onehanded tasks and 0 for two-handed tasks; Armstrength is the isometric strength of the arms.
A 5.3

PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSES

A series of studies carried out in France looked at physiological costs of carrying. Evans et al.
(1983) studied endurance times for holding or carrying loads between 15 and 40 kg. They
found hyperbolic relationships between the load and the mean maximum times for holding or
carrying. The mean maximum time for carrying a load was shorter than the mean maximum
time for holding, with the difference being proportionally greater for heavier loads and
statistically significant for loads greater than 20 kg. They noted that similar relationships had
been found for continuous or intermittent static contractions of muscle groups
Monod and Zerbib (1985) studied males and females carrying three different weights at three
different work rates (trips per hour). The task was a 10 m carry followed by an unloaded 10 m
return to the start point. An earlier paper (Zerbib et al., 1983) had reported results for males
only. They found that heart rate increased in direct proportion to the load, regardless of the
work rate. Using a maximum work pulse of 35 beats per minute for men and 30 beats per
minute for women (Grandjean, 1980) they determined maximum loads for the three weights.
For men these figures approximately averaged 3000 kg per hour. For women these figures
averaged 1200 kg per hour.
They also found a linear relation between variation in heart rate and work rate for the heavier
loads but not for the lightest loads. They found a linear relationship between increases in heart
rate and load carrying capacity (weight × trips per hour × distance). Applying the work pulse
limits proposed by Grandjean (1980), they calculate maximum permissible load carrying
capacities of 580 kg·m·min-1 for men and 26 kg·m·min-1 for women.
Faria et al. (1985) studied 30 brewery warehousemen handling cases between two tables (0.75
m high and 1 m apart) at a fixed work rate of 150 kg/min but with varying loads and frequencies
of handling. They found no differences in mean cardiac cost, which ranged between 25.6 and
27.3 beats per minute, between the five tasks. They then doubled the work rate to 300 kg/min.
Again, there was not a significant difference in the cardiac cost. For the three combinations
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tested, the mean heart rate went up between 39.8 and 42.7 beats per minute. They concluded
that the cardiac criterion did not show any combination to be preferable.
Monod et al. (1985) compared lifting/lowering with lifting/carrying over 10 m/lowering. They
confirmed the earlier finding that cardiac cost increases linearly with the load being carried.
They found the same linear relationships between cardiac cost and tonnage handled for liftinglowering and lifting-carrying-lowering. They concluded that the cardiac cost for lifting and
lowering was about the same as for carrying an identical load about 7m.
In conference presentations, Monod and Kapitaniak (1988) and Kapitaniak et al. (1989)
reported that the main practical conclusion of the French studies concerned limitations on the
time of load carriage. They do not provide supporting evidence for the values they report. They
had found:
•

Continuous carriage is possible for loads less than 10 kg

•

Repetitive carriage of loads between 10 and 30 kg should be limited to 3 t per hour for
men (50 kg per min) and 1.5 t per hour (25 kg per min) for women. It is not clear why
the figure for females differs from the 1.2 t per hour figure in Monod and Zerbib (1985).

•

Men under 45 can carry loads over 30 kg occasionally (less than once every five
minutes).

•

Men under 45 can carry loads over 50 kg, but only for “isolated” handling, i.e., once per
working day.

They listed the recommendations for norms / standards for repetitive carrying, (not continuous,
occasional or isolated handling) as:
•

“Maximal load to lift or carry over 10 m by a man

25 kg”

•

“Maximal load to lift or carry over 10 m by a woman

12.5 kg”

•

“Maximal tonnage to carry over 10 m by a man

3 t/h

•

“Maximal tonnage to carry over 10 m by a woman

1.5 t/h (25 kg/min)”

(50 kg/min)”

They state that “correction coefficients” should be applied to maximal tonnages to account for
differences in distance, task characteristics, age and conditions of lifting and gave values for
age-sex and distance. The values for age-sex are given in Table 8 and equate to an age factor of
0.8 and a sex factor of 0.5. The sex factor is consistent with the 3.0 tonnes per hour and 1.5
tonnes per hour figures for males and females.
Table 8 Correction coefficients for age and sex
Age and sex

Correction coefficient

Male 18-45 years

1.0

Male 45-65 years

0.8

Female 18-45 years

0.5

Female 45-65 years

0.4

The correction coefficients for distance are given in Table 9. The relationship between distance
and the correction coefficient is hyperbolic, i.e. non-linear, and the basis for this is not given.
Doubling the distance from 10 to 20 m halves the coefficient. However, decreasing the distance
from 10 m to 4 m increases the coefficient by a factor of two, not 2.5 as would be required from
a linear relationship.
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Table 9 Correction coefficients for distance of carry
Distance

Correction coefficient

20 m

0.5

10 m

1.0

4m

2.0

2m

3.0

1m

4.0

Monod and Garcin (1996) stated that:
“Taking into account the linear relation between the heart rate and the carried tonnage on the
one hand and the cardiac cost of 35 beats/min on the other, it was possible to limit the
tonnage to 50kg/min on a distance of 10 m, tonnage which could be realized in several
successive displacements but with unit loads limited to 25 kg. Such a limit is now included in
the AFNOR norm No.X35.109 published in 1989.
Consulting the norm (AFNOR, 1989) confirmed that it does list the sex/age, and carry distance
correction coefficients previously described. It also gives a correction coefficient for task
characteristics (Table 10). It limits the number of correction coefficients used to two of the
possible three with the biggest effect, i.e. the smaller numerical values.
Table 10 Correction coefficients for task characteristics
Characteristics of task

Maximum tonnage
carried for 10 m (kg/min)

Correction coefficient

Carried only in the reference conditions

50

1

Lifted from the ground, carried and put down

25

0.5

Carried in unfavourable conditions

25

0.5

A 5.4

COMBINED HANDLING OPERATIONS

Li et al. (2009) studied construction workers lifting, carrying and lowering 23 kg boxes of tiles.
The start and finish heights were either the floor or knuckle height. Frequency was either once
or twice per minute and the duration was one hour. Both frequency and lifting/lowering height
combinations affected VO2, heart rate and whole body RPE. The interaction only affected VO2.
Predicted energy expenditure values calculated using the equations of Garg et al. (1978) were
not significantly different to the measured values. Unlike Taboun and Dutta (1989), they found
negligible errors resulting from the assumption that energy expenditure for combined lifting and
carrying tasks could be obtained by summing the energy requirements of the component tasks.
A 5.5

EFFECT OF CARRYING DISTANCE AND POURING HEIGHT ON MAF

Fredericks et al. (2008) examined the effects of carry distance and pour height on MAF for a
simulated foundry task. Both factors significantly affected MAF, with a significant interaction.
The interaction was due to MAF being higher for a short carry at the lower of the two pouring
heights. For the longer carry, the pouring height did not affect the MAF, suggesting that the
MAF at the longer carry was determined solely by the distance of carry. For the shorter carry,
the distance was not the limiting factor, allowing pour height to have an influence.
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APPENDIX 6

REVIEW OF ADDITIONAL STUDIES OF OTHER
MANUAL HANDLING OPERATIONS

This Appendix reviews studies published since the previous review that address the effects of
variation in load or frequency on manual handling operations that involve neither lifting nor
carrying.
A 6.1

PUSHING AND PULLING TASKS

Cuervo et al. (2003) measured maximum acceptable pushing and pulling forces. They found
that the forces increased with frequency, along with the greater physiological demands.
A 6.2

WORK PACE, BREAKS AND DURATION IN UPPER LIMB TASKS

A study (Mathiassen and Winkel, 1996) of a task seen as high-risk for shoulder-neck disorders
found that:
•

Decreasing the work pace was associated with a reduction in mechanical exposure. It
reduced perceived fatigue indirectly by decreasing the total number of work cycles
performed.

•

Introducing additional breaks, whether active or passive had no apparent effect. They
suggested that workers may oppose the introduction of a strictly organised schedule of
rest breaks and/or cut down the number of discretionary pauses. Also, if the pauses are
seen as production disturbances some individuals may not be able to make use of them.

•

A battery of measures including proprioceptive performance, EMG of a test contraction
and a maximum voluntary contraction of the shoulder showed that recovery from
fatigue was complete between one and four hours of the end of work, independent of
work-pace, break allowance or the duration of the work

They concluded that limiting the daily duration of performing the task was more effective in
limiting acute fatigue than the investigated decrease in work pace and increase in break
allowance.
A 6.3

MAXIMUM ACCEPTABLE FREQUENCIES FOR HAND GRIP TASKS

A study of isometric handgrip exertions (Eksioglu, 2006) found that the maximum acceptable
frequency selected at 15% of the maximum isometric strength was 4.33 contractions per minute
but that this decreased to 2.8 contractions per minute at 30% of the maximum.
A 6.4

ACCEPTABLE FREQUENCIES OF EXERTION AS A PERCENTAGE OF
SAMPLING INTERVALS

Fernandez et al. (1999) summarised the results of four papers (Dahalan and Fernandez, 1993;
Fernandez et al., 1995; Klein and Fernandez, 1997; Marley and Fernandez, 1995) by converting
psychophysical maximum acceptable frequencies for hand intensive tasks into psychophysical
acceptable percentage of a working interval. They found clear decreasing trends in acceptable
percentage as the percentage of the maximum voluntary muscle contraction increased or the
amount of deviation from a neutral wrist posture increased. Their results were mostly consistent
with the norm of 30% of a work cycle in a non-neutral posture.
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A 6.5

EFFECT OF ADDITIONAL PHYSICAL LOAD ON ACCEPTABLE
FREQUENCY

Choi and Fredericks (2007) studied the maximum acceptable frequency for a simulated roofing
task. They found that a minimum adjustment period of two hours was needed to get consistent
ratings and physiological responses. A subsequent paper (Choi and Fredericks, 2008) found
that as roof slope increased (angles used were 18°, 26° and 34°), the maximum acceptable
frequency for a simulated roofing task decreased. They interpreted this as indicating that the
increase in slope increased the physical load on the workers, causing them to reduce their task
frequency to compensate.
A 6.6

EFFECT OF A WEIGHT-LIFTING BELT ON MAWL

Hoff and Waly (1998) found no effect on MAWL of wearing either an elastic or a leather belt
compared to the control condition of no belt. There was no interaction with frequency. The
task was lifting of a small box from floor to knuckle height.
Ciriello (2008) found that wearing an abdominal weight-lifting belt did not change perceptions
of physical demands of tasks but similar MAWLs and MAFs were found for a diverse range of
lifting tasks covering a wide range of frequencies.
A 6.7

PERCEPTION OF BOX VOLUME

Mallon et al. (1998) studied the effect of perceptions of box size on lifting ability. They found
that subjects tended to underestimate the size of a heavy, fixed weight box they could lift from
the floor to hip height. The best predictor of perceived and actual box sizes was the subject’s
arm length. This suggests that capacity for lifting large boxes is related to the ease of grasping
the box in the arms.
A 6.8

INJURY OCCURRENCE AND FITNESS IN HIGH-FREQUENCY MANUAL
HANDLING

Craig et al. (1998) studied workers employed in regular high-frequency manual handling jobs.
A retrospective study of all types of injury showed that high occurrences of injury were
significantly correlated with low aerobic capacity and high percentage body fat.
A 6.9

MANUAL HOSE INSERTION

Andrews et al. (2008) studied females simulating inserting hoses manually in the automobile
industry. Posture (p<0.0001) and frequency (p<0.05) had significant main effects on acceptable
peak manual insertion force. There was no interaction. Acceptable peak force decreased by
17% as frequency increased from 1 lift per min to 5 lifts per min. In the strongest posture
acceptable peak force was 46% higher than in the weakest posture.
Posture had a significant effect (p<0.0001) on acceptable impulse. Acceptable impulse
decreased by 13.4% as frequency increased from 1 lift per min to 5 lifts per min but this was not
significant and there was no posture-frequency interaction.
A 6.10

MUSCLE ACTIVITY DURING SEATED HANDLING

Kothiyal and Kayis (2001) studied seated one-handed horizontal movement of 1 and 2 kg loads
towards the body at 10 and 20 movements per minute. EMG measurements showed that
increasing the load did not by itself result in statistically significant changes, but changing the
rate of handling resulted in statistically significant changes in muscle activity. Greater activity
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at higher frequencies is to be expected because the muscles are going through more activation
cycles. The study does not attempt to explore what the effect of much greater loads would be.
It is also not clear from their study whether EMG activity is simply a measure of the activation
of the muscles or whether high muscle activity is potentially deleterious to the individual.
A 6.11

EFFECT OF VARIABLE LOAD IN SEATED HANDLING

Kothiyal and Kayis (2003) studied EMG and perceptual responses to handling while seated of a
0.75 kg load compared with handling varying loads averaging 0.75 kg. The mean RMS value
for EMG increased for variable loads, but subjects perceived variable load conditions to be less
stressful than constant load conditions.
A 6.12

PINCHING TASKS

Klein and Fernandez (1997) studied the Maximum Acceptable Frequency of pinching tasks.
They found that as the angle of wrist flexion, pinch force and task duration increase, the MAF
decreased. This decrease was exponential, not linear. Small increases in pinch force and task
duration, particularly at higher levels, resulted in large decreases in MAF.
A 6.13

WRIST FLEXION

A study by Lin and Radwin (1998) examined the effect of force, wrist flexion angle and
repetition on discomfort from wrist flexion against a load. Force, wrist flexion angle and pace
were all significant, but there were no significant second-order effects. They produced curves
of equal discomfort taking wrist flexion, frequency and level of exertion into account.
A 6.14

EFFECT OF HAND IMPACT FREQUENCY

Potvin et al. (2000) measured acceptable impact severity levels for hand impacts used in
installing automotive trim for three different frequencies. They concluded that force impulse
and peak force were the variables being controlled by the subjects. Impact frequency was found
to have a significant effect on peak force, load rate and impulse, with acceptable force levels
decreasing with increasing exposure frequency. They also found that the average peak dynamic
force applied in a simulation was almost four times higher than the minimal average static force
required.
A 6.15

GRIP TYPE FOR INSERTION TASKS

Potvin et al. (2006) studied maximum acceptable forces for insertion tasks in the automotive
industry. They found an effect of frequency and an effect of grip type. Wrist posture and age
did not have an effect. There were no interactions between factors. Peak force and impulse
decreased with frequency, but they described the effects as modest. Increasing the frequency of
insertion from twice per minute to twelve times per minute decreased the maximum acceptable
peak force by only 9% but decreased the associated impulse by 16%, suggesting that the
duration of force application had decreased.
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APPENDIX 7

A 7.1

MODELLING OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
FREQUENCY OF HANDLING AND MAWL

BACKGROUND

The earlier HSL review (Pinder, 1997) had shown that the maximum acceptable load decreases
exponentially as the frequency of lift increases and identified an approximately linear
relationship between the logarithm of the task interval and the maximum acceptable load.
Boocock et al. (1998) added the data from the HSL laboratory study to the data from the earlier
review and used the data set to generate regression equations to predict MAWL and handling
rate in kg/min. Because of gender differences in strength, they produced separate equations for
men and women. MAWL and handling rate were expressed both as absolute values and relative
to handling at one lift per minute.
This review identified relevant data in more recent studies, allowing the data set to be expanded
to incorporate them into the models. Studies that involved carrying were included in the scatter
plots in the earlier review, but were excluded from the models generated by Boocock et al
(1998) . They have therefore been excluded from the models presented here.
A 7.2

METHOD

SPSS v14 was used to compare different possible models for predicting MAWL from frequency
of lift. The models included a constant term, i.e. the regression line was not forced to pass
through zero. Initially all the models available in SPSS were used to predict male MAWL from
Frequency. As expected, a logarithmic model was the best fit (R² = 44.9%), followed by a
power model (R² = 36.0%). R² values for other models were as low as 0.129. It was therefore
decided to use only three model types for the remaining data: linear, logarithmic and power.
A 7.3

RESULTS

The MAWLs used in the modelling are presented in Table 11 (males) and Table 12 (females).
The MAWLs relative to the MAWLs at the reference frequency of one lift per minute are
presented in Table 13 (males) and Table 14 (females). The rates of handling in kg/min are
given in Table 15 (males) and Table 16 (females). The rates of handling relative to the rates of
handling at one lift per minute are given in Table 17 (males) and Table 18 (females). In all of
these tables, studies that have been added since the previous review are identified in bold text.
The scatter plots and best-fit regression lines are given in Figure 8 to Figure 15. The best-fit
regression equations are given in Table 19, as are the equations reported by Boocock et al.
(1998). The best-fit equations for MAWL and relative MAWL were logarithmic, i.e. of the
form MAWL = a + b×log(F). The best-fit equations for handling rate and relative handling rate
were log-log, i.e. of the form log(handlingrate) = a + b×log(F). Even so, linear equations for
handling rate and relative handling rate accounted for large proportions of the variance.
The variance in MAWL accounted for by the newer models is much less than in the earlier
study. There is inherent variability due to the wide range of experimental conditions examined
in the various studies. Also, the variance will have increased due to the sample size being
increased by inclusion of the more recent studies. However, it appears that the major source of
the increase in variance is that Boocock et al. (1998) averaged multiple values within studies
that reported additional variables so that single values were used from each study for each
individual load / frequency combination. The models reported here used the raw data, rather
than the averaged data, thereby increasing the variability of the data input into the models.
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Table 11 MAWLs (kg) determined for males at different frequencies
Frequency
Study

Conditions

N

Aghazadeh (1985;
1986)
Aghazadeh et al.
(1993)
Asfour et al. (1985)
Boocock et al. (1998)
Chen et al. (1992)
Chen (2000)
Chen (2003a)
Chen (2003b)

Container type, lift 9
range
Lifting and lowering 11

Cheng and Lee
(2003)
Ciriello and Snook
(1978)
Ciriello and Snook
(1983)
Ciriello et al. (1990)
Ciriello et al. (1993)

10

Sin 0.00 0.03 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 3.8 4.0 4.3 4.6 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.7 7.0 7.5 8.0 9.0 10
gle 2
3
27.4

Lift range
Container shape
Trunk rotation
Lift range
Lift range, lift, lower
Lift range, belt
tightness
Lift asymmetry

10
9
10
22
24
20

Lift ranges

15

59.0

Lift distance

10

52.5 46.5

Lifting and lowering
Lift range, box size,
handles
Horizontal reach
Lifting

Ciriello et al. (1993)
Danz and Ayoub
(1991; 1992)
De la Vega et al.
Posture
(2009)
Fernandez and Ayoub Duration of lifting
(1987; 1988; 1991)
Founooni-Fard and
Lifting and lowering
Mital (Founooni-Fard
and Mital, 1993a),

37.0
35.8
37.0

18.6

15.8

16

18

20

22

12.2 10.4 10.2 9.8

8.6

13.3

15.8

15.5
33.0

29.5

44.0 41.0 37.5

29.5

25.5

10
6

36.7
19.7

32.5
18.5

6
5

16.8
35.7

12

14

10.1

20.2
19.9
18.5
18.6

18.8 17.2

31.9

14.8

16.3

37.7

22

12

23.1

27.2
20.0
21.5
27.5 25.3
25.4
24.3

40.1

11

20.0

17.1
27.5

17.8

20.1
22.1

12.2

10
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Frequency
Study
Mital et al. (1993a;
1994)
Garg and Banaag
(1988)
Garg and Saxena
(1979)
Han et al. (2005)
Hoff and Waly (1998)
Jiang and Smith
(1985)
Karwowski and
Ayoub (1984)
Khalil et al. (1987)
Lee and Chen (1996b;
1996a)
Lee et al. (1995)
Mital (1984b)

Conditions

N

Asymmetry, lift
range
Lift type

8

28.2

24.5

21.3

6

20.5

17.5

14.7

12.4

Asymmetry
Belt type
Lift range

10
10
12

Lift only

9

19.3

15.1

Lift type, lift range
Box size, lift range

12
22

Lift range
Box size, lift range,
12 h shifts
Mital (1984a)
Box size, lift range
Mital (1987a)
Load CG offset
Mital (1987b)
Box width, lift range
Mital and Fard (1986) Box size, CG
location, lift range,
trunk rotation
Mital and Kumar
Box size, lift range
(1997)
Mital and
Density, CG, hand
Manivasagan (1983) preference
Mital and Wang
Clearance, lift range
(1989)
Singh et al. (2002)
Lift range, mental
task

12
37

Sin 0.00 0.03 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 3.8 4.0 4.3 4.6 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.7 7.0 7.5 8.0 9.0 10
gle 2
3

17.3

47.8

29.9

23.9

16.4
18.7

15.8

34.4

18.1

34.3

23.2
11.8

18.5
10.8

16.8

14.9

12

18.6

7

13.7
19.7
11.7
16.8

21.0
12.7
18.1

10
8

16.5
24.7

35.5

37
10
37
18

12

13.9
18.8

59.6

11

9.5

8.1

12.1

10.6

10.9
15.3

10.5

18.6

17.0
21.0

19.4

19.8

15.1

18.7

16.9
7.6

7.9

51

6.9

14

16

18

20

22

Frequency
Study

Conditions

N

Singh et al. (2009)

Obesity, gender, lift
range
Lift
Lower
Lift type

30

Lift range, age

20

Snook (1971)
Snook (1971)
Straker and Cain
(2000)
Wright and Mital
(1998)
Wu (1997)
Wu (1999)
Yates and Karwowski
(1987)
Zhu and Zhang (1990)

32.6 27.6

21.7

28
28
13

Box size
13
Lift range
29
Sitting and standing 8
Lift type

Sin 0.00 0.03 0.1 0.2 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 3.8 4.0 4.3 4.6 5.0 5.5 6.0 6.7 7.0 7.5 8.0 9.0 10
gle 2
3
18.7

23.4
24.3

16.8
41.7
30.4

21.1

12.0

32.4

27.2

12.5

10.7

12

14

16

18

17.2

20.4 18.8
22.5
10.1

15.1 14.1

11

20

22

15.3

20.2 16.8 19.3
17.5

19.5

15.4

23.7

21.4

8

17.2 15.6

14.8

13.8

12.4

Mean

16.3 40.0 41.3 37.1 47.8 27.4 41.0 23.2 19.1 22.8 21.1 16.9 21.9 18.8 15.4 20.2 18.9 21.8 15.8 19.5 12.6 17.5 15.4 13.3 12.7 12.2 10.4 10.2 12.5 8.6

SD

12.2 7.8

12.0 9.5

0

11.9 0

7.7

5.1

5.4

0

4.8

7.2

0

2.3

0

3.7

4.9

0

0

3.4

2.9

0

0

3.6

0

0

0

2.7

0

n

46

5

1

3

29

11

5

1

21

10

1

3

1

13

5

1

1

8

4

1

1

8

1

1

1

2

1

8

2

1

52

Table 12 MAWLs (kg) determined for females at different frequencies
Frequency (lifts per min)
Study
Boocock et al. (1998)
Ciriello and Snook (1983)
Ciriello and Snook (1983)
Ciriello and Snook (1983)
Ciriello et al. (1990)
Ciriello (2005)

Conditions

Container shape
Lift distance
Object size, lift distance
Box size
Lifting and lowering
Lift and lower, lift range, lift
distance, box size
Ciriello (Ciriello, 2007)
Lift range, box size, reach
De la Vega et al. (2009)
Posture
Karwowski and Yates (1984) Liquids
Karwowski and Yates (1986) Liquids
Khalil et al. (1987)
Lift type, lift range
Maiti and Ray (2004)
Lift range, work group
Mital (1984b)
Box size, lift range, 12 h
shifts
Mital (1984a)
Box size, lift range
Mital (1987b)
Box width, lift range
Mital and Wang (1989)
Clearance, lift range
Morrissey et al. (1990)
Trunk rotation
Singh et al. (2009)
Obesity, gender, lift range
Straker and Duncan (2000) Lift type
Wright and Mital (1998)
Lift range, age
Wu (1999)
Lift range

N

Single 0.0021 0.033
lift

9
12
12
12
12
10

24.8

10
17
6
7
5
18
37

0.2

0.5

21.5

17.5

15.5

16.0

24.6
13.5

15.4

16.4

14.6

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

4.3

13.9
14.0
17.7
15.6
13.4
14.2

12.1
12.5
17.7
15.0
12.8
11.6

11.6
8.5

10.2

5.0

6.0

6.7

10.7

20.9

Mean

37
37
8
4
30
17
20
12
18.4 24.8

16.4
19.4

SD

15.6 0.0

n

22.0 1

24.7
19.0

11.0
10.2
13.5
22.2
16.3

8.6

9.6
7.0

7.4

16.1
9.9

20.0

6.0

9.1

11.9
7.6

12.0
8.1
10.0

11.5
15.0
13.2

11.5
13.2

8.0

8.2

9.1

7.9

7.5

10.3
9.6
11.8

9.2
8.8

8.7
8.5

20.8

16.4
12.6

14.3

12.2

7.8

17.3

6.3
11.6
12.4

5.6

4.7

3.9

1.5

5

3

18.4

13.3

6.2

16.3

9.1

13.3

7.8

8.3

13.2

8.8

8.5

9.1

4.0

4.5

3.7

1.4

4.5

2.4

2.2

0.0

1.3

2.0

0.5

0.7

3.1

4

3

17

2

2

7

8

1

2

6

4

7

2

53

4.3

Table 13 MAWLs determined for males relative to MAWL at 1 lift per minute
Frequency (lifts per min)
Study

Conditions

Aghazadeh et al.
(1993)
Asfour et al. (1985)
Boocock et al. (1998)
Chen et al. (1992)
Chen (2000)
Chen (2003a)
Cheng and Lee
(2003)
Ciriello and Snook
(1978)
Ciriello and Snook
(1983)
Ciriello et al. (1990)
Ciriello et al. (1993)

Lifting and lowering 11

Ciriello et al. (1993)
Danz and Ayoub
(1991; 1992)
De la Vega et al.
(2009)
Han et al. (2005)
Jiang and Smith
(1985)
Lee and Chen (1996b;
1996a)
Lee et al. (1995)
Mital (1984b)
Mital (1984a)

N

Singl 0.00 0.03 0.2
e lift 21
3

0.5

1

2

3

3.75 4

100% 92%

4.3

4.6

5

78%

100%
73%
100%
100% 92%
100%
100%
100% 92%

5.45 6

6.67 7

61%

10
9
10
22
24
10

Lift ranges

15

156%

100%

87%

78%

Lift distance

10

140% 124% 117% 109% 100%

79%

68%

Lifting and lowering
Lift range, box size,
handles
Horizontal reach
Lifting

10
6

100%
100%

89%
94%

6
5

100%
100%

Posture

22

Asymmetry
Lift range

10
12

168%

100%
100%

Box size, lift range

22

144%

100%

78%

Lift range
12
Box size, lift range, 37
12 h shifts
Box size, lift range 37

148%

100%
100%

80%
91%

100%

92%

145%
146%

158%

8

9

10

11

12

50%

Lift range
Container shape
Trunk rotation
Lift range
Lift range, lift, lower
Lift asymmetry

186%

7.5

69%

58%

54%

76%

49%
47%

73%
78%
76%
83%

58%

53%

101%
77%

50%

100%
81%
70%

54

73%
81%

69%

81%

71%

20

Frequency (lifts per min)
Study

Conditions

N

Singl 0.00 0.03 0.2
e lift 21
3

0.5

1

2

3

3.75 4

4.3

4.6

5

5.45 6

6.67 7

7.5

8

9

10

11

20

Mital (1987b)
Box width, lift range
Mital and Ayoub
Lift range
(1980)
Mital and Fard (1986) Box size, CG
location, lift range,
trunk rotation
Mital and Kumar
Box size, lift range
(1997)
Mital and Wang
Clearance, lift range
(1989)
Singh et al. (2009)
Obesity, gender, lift
range
Snook (1971)
Lift
Snook (1971)
Lower
Wright and Mital
Lift range, age
(1998)
Wu (1997)
Box size
Yates and Karwowski Sitting and standing
(1987)

37
73

100%
100% 97%

92%
91%

18

100%

93%

12

100%

8

100%

Mean

16.3 152% 151% 126% 114% 109% 100% 93% 73% 86% 83% 86% 86% 80% 85% 76% 77% 58% 69% 71% 54% 68% 49% 67% 70%

SD

12.2 18% 7%

2%

3%

0%

0%

2%

0%

0%

6%

7%

0%

9%

0%

10% 5%

0%

0%

15% 0%

0%

0%

13% 0%

n

46

2

2

1

31

5

1

1

17

9

1

3

1

7

1

1

8

1

1

6

30

151% 127%

28
28
20
13
8

7

84%

86%
86%

81%

79%

83% 86%
80%

70%

85% 76% 81%
78%

69%

68%

80%

100%
100%

4

83%

85%

100%
100%
100% 94%

128%

88%

91%

100%

112%

89%

86%
80%

12

84%
86%

55

73%

5

1

1

Table 14 MAWLs determined for females relative to MAWL at 1 lift per minute
Frequency (lifts per min)
Study

Conditions

N

Single 0.0021 0.033
lift

Boocock et al. (1998)
Ciriello and Snook (1978)
Ciriello and Snook (1983)
Ciriello and Snook (1983)
Ciriello et al. (1990)
Ciriello (2005)

Container shape
Lift distance
Object size, lift distance
Box size
Lifting and lowering
Lift and lower, lift range,
lift distance, box size
Lift range, box size, reach
Posture
Liquids
Lift range, work group
Box size, lift range, 12 h
shifts
Box size, lift range
Box width, lift range
Lift range
Clearance, lift range
Trunk rotation
Obesity, gender, lift range
Lift range, age

9
12
12
12
12
10

179%

Ciriello (2007)
De la Vega et al. (2009)
Karwowski and Yates (1984)
Maiti and Ray (2004)
Mital (1984b)
Mital (1984a)
Mital (1987b)
Mital and Ayoub (1980)
Mital and Wang (1989)
Morrissey et al. (1990)
Singh et al. (2009)
Wright and Mital (1998)

10
17
7
18
37

Mean

37
37
73
8
4
30
20
18.4 179%

SD
n

0.2

0.5

154%

125%

111%

114%

180%
158%

112%

120%

107%

3

4

4.3
87%
89%
95%
93%
95%
82%

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

93%

111%

117%

2

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

111%
128%

1

5

8

12

63%

73%
80%

76%

93%
94%
89%
87%

83%
86%
77%

78%
83%

83%
74%
77%

88%

47%

62%

92%

86%

20

58%
71%

78%

94%

75%

155%

118%

112%
114%

15.6 0%

18%

5%

4%

3%

0%

6%

2%

6%

4%

0%

5%

5%

3%

9%

14%

22

4

3

3

3

18

2

2

6

8

1

2

6

4

7

2

1

56

85%
90%

6.67

82%
88%
88%

90%

96%

6

92%

76%
89%

90%

86%

78%

81%

82%

70%

61%

Table 15 Handling rates (kg per minute) for male MAWLs at different frequencies
Frequency (lifts per min)
Study

Conditions

Aghazadeh (1985;
1986)
Asfour et al. (1985)
Boocock et al.
(1998)
Chen et al. (1992)
Chen (2000)
Chen (2003a)

Container type, 2
lift range
Lift range
6
Container shape 3

Chen (2003b)

Trunk rotation
Lift range
Lift range, lift,
lower
Lift range, belt
tightness
Lift asymmetry

Cheng and Lee
(2003)
Ciriello and Snook Lift ranges
(1978)
Ciriello and Snook Lift distance
(1983)
Ciriello et al. (1990) Lifting and
lowering
Ciriello et al. (1993) Lift range, box
size, handles
Ciriello et al. (1993) Horizontal reach
Danz and Ayoub
Lifting
(1991; 1992)
De la Vega et al.
Posture
(2009)
Fernandez and
Duration of
Ayoub (1987; 1988; lifting
1991)
Founooni-Fard and Lifting and
Mital, (Founoonilowering

N

0.00 0.03 0.1
21 3

0.2 0.5

1

2

3

3.75 4

4.3

4.6 5

54.8
27.2
21.5

4
2
2

5.45 6

6.67 7

93.2

110

9

133

70.0

27.5 50.5
25.4
24.3

10

11

12

14

16

18

20

22

146
121

80.8
79.6
74.0

127

74.5

3

18.8 34.5

4

0.12

8

0.11 1.6

62.1

37.7

141

197

20.5 37.5

126

170

2

36.7

140

2

19.7

79.5

2
3

16.8
35.7

2

8

139
59.9

1

2

7.5

0.07

8.8

240

73.5
110

142

20.1
44.1

97.7

5

171 167 184 196 189

57

Frequency (lifts per min)
Study
Fard and Mital,
1993a) Mital et al.
(1993a; 1994)
Garg and Banaag
(1988)
Garg and Saxena
(1979)
Han et al. (2005)
Hoff and Waly
(1998)
Jiang and Smith
(1985)
Karwowski and
Ayoub (1984)
Khalil et al. (1987)
Lee and Chen
(1996b; 1996a)
Lee et al. (1995)
Mital (1984b)

Mital (1984a)
Mital (1987a)
Mital (1987b)
Mital and Fard
(1986)

Mital and Kumar
(1997)

Conditions

N

0.00 0.03 0.1
21 3

0.2 0.5

1

2

Asymmetry, lift 3
range
Lift type
4
Asymmetry
Belt type

2
2

17.3

Lift range

2

35.5

Lift only

4

Lift type, lift
range
Box size, lift
range
Lift range
Box size, lift
range, 12 h
shifts
Box size, lift
range
Load CG offset
Box width, lift
range
Box size, CG
location, lift
range, trunk
rotation
Box size, lift
range

3

3

3.75 4

4.3

4.6 5

5.45 6

6.67 7

7.5

8

9

10

11

12

84.5

147

191

61.4

105

133

149

174

181

69.6
37.7

98.8
148

4.8

89.8
36.2

65.6

2

23.9

74.7

3
4

23.2
11.8

73.9
43.0

4

14.9

54.8

3
4

12.7

79.0
46.8

3

18.1

67.2

3

18.6

42.1

95.0

101
97.7

96.8

127

87.2

126

112

122

102

58

76.0

181.
2

14

16

18

20

22

Frequency (lifts per min)
Study

Conditions

N

Mital and
Manivasagan (1983)
Mital and Wang
(1989)
Singh et al. (2002)

Density, CG,
hand preference
Clearance, lift
range
Lift range,
mental task
Obesity, gender,
lift range
Lifting
Lowering

3

Lift type

1

Lift range, age

4

Box size
Lift range
Sitting and
standing
Lift type

3
2
2

Singh et al. (2009)
Snook (1971)
Snook (1971)
Straker and Cain
(2000)
Wright and Mital
(1998)
Wu (1997)
Wu (1999)
Yates and
Karwowski (1987)
Zhu and Zhang
(1990)

0.00 0.03 0.1
21 3

0.2 0.5

1

3

3.75 4

42.0

2

5.45 6

6.67 7

7.5

8

9

10

11

12

14

16

18

20

22

112

31.6

21.7

7
5

4.6 5

67.5
15.3

0.07 0.9

4.3

77.6

19.8

3
6

2

55.4
80.1

23.4
24.3

79.1

115

87.5 86.9
96.2

305

110 101 129
116

146.
3

154.
2

43.2
3.4

0.06

15.1 28.2

48.1

32.4

109

12.5

42.8

143

4.3

5

34.4 46.8

59.3

68.8

74.4

Mean

0.09 1.2

4.8

5.5

20.5 23.2 38.2 68.5 79.1 67.7 93.8 86.9 77.2 110 114 145 110 146 101 1578 154 146 153 171 167 184 250 189

SD

0.03 0.3

0

2.4

0

7.7

10.2 16.1 0

19.3 30.7 0

11.3 0

22.2 32.6 0

0

26.8 25.7 0

0

42.8 0

0

0

54.8 0

1

3

1

29

11

21

3

13

1

8

1

8

1

1

2

n

142 5

2

5

1

10

59

1

1

5

1

4

1

1

1

Table 16 Handling rates (kg per minute) for female MAWLs at different frequencies (lifts per minute)
Frequency (lifts per min)
Study
Boocock et al. (1998)
Ciriello and Snook (1983)
Ciriello and Snook (1983)
Ciriello and Snook (1983)
Ciriello et al. (1990)
Ciriello (2005)

Conditions

Container shape
Lift distance
Object size, lift distance
Box size
Lift and lower
Lift and lower, lift range, lift
distance, box size
Ciriello (2007)
Lift range, box size, reach
De la Vega et al. (2009)
Posture
Karwowski and Yates (1984) Liquids
Karwowski and Yates (1986) Liquids
Khalil et al. (1987)
Lift type, lift range
Maiti and Ray (2004)
Lift range, work group
Mital (1984b)
Box size, lift range, 12 h
shifts
Mital (1984a)
Box size, lift range
Mital (1987b)
Box width, lift range
Mital and Wang (1989)
Clearance, lift range
Morrissey et al. (1990)
Trunk rotation
Singh et al. (2009)
Obesity, gender, lift range
Straker and Duncan (2000) Lift type
Wright and Mital (1998)
Lift range, age
Wu (1999)
Lift range

N
3
8
3
3
2
2
9
2
2
4
3
1
4
4
4
2
4
6
1
4
2

0.0021 0.033
0.6

3.1

8.0

0.05
0.03

0.5

3.3

7.3

1

2

3

4

4.3

13.9
14.0
17.7
15.6
13.4
14.2

51.7
53.6
75.7
64.3
55.0
49.9

11.6
8.5

43.9

5

6

6.67

13.2

11.0
10.2
13.5
22.2
16.3

12.4
0.04

0.6

20

103

120

72.9
57.8
41.7

29.6

16.1
9.9

12
97.2
120

71.3

35.7
15.1

8

76.7
100.0
87.8

46.1

98.2

36.4

63.5

89.8

41.3
38.4
47.1

73.6
70.4

104
102

62.4

109.3
84.1

61.2

245

38.8

0.6

1.3
2.3
2.2

0.01

0.05

5

3

Mean
SD
76

0.5

0.04

0.03
0.04

n

0.2

5.6

9.5

9.2

12.9

10.9

49.0

36.6

56.9

38.8

49.8

88.2

70.1

102

183

0.9

2.2

4.1

3.0

13.4

9.7

9.3

0

8.0

13.0

4.0

8.6

62.5

5

3

18

3

2

7

8

1

2

6

4

7

2

60

17.2

Table 17 Male handling rates relative to the male handling rate at 1 lift per minute
Frequency (lifts per min)
Study

Conditions

N

Asfour et al. (1985)
Boocock et al.
(1998)
Chen et al. (1992)
Chen (2000)
Chen (2003a)

Lift range
Container shape

10
9

100%
100%

Trunk rotation
Lift range
Lift range, lift,
lower
Lift asymmetry

10
22
24

100% 184%
100%
100%

293%
314%
304%

10

100% 183%

330%

Lift ranges

15

0.32%

Lift distance

10

0.29% 4%

Lift and lower

Cheng and Lee
(2003)
Ciriello and Snook
(1978)
Ciriello and Snook
(1983)
Ciriello et al.
(1990)
Ciriello et al.
(1993)
Ciriello et al.
(1993) (1993)
Danz and Ayoub
(1991; 1992)
De la Vega et al.
(2009)
Han et al. (2005)
Jiang and Smith
(1985)
Lee and Chen
(1996b; 1996a)
Lee et al. (1995)
Mital (1984b)

0.002 0.033 0.2
1

0.5

1

2

3

3.75 4

4.3

220%

4.6

5

5.45 6

6.67 7

343%

406%

489%

10

11

12

538%

460%

523%

100%

337%

453%

10

100%

381%

Lift range, box
size, handles
Horizontal reach

6

100%

403%

6

100%

434%

Lifting

5

100%

Posture

22

Asymmetry
Lift range

10
12

100%
100%

Box size, lift range 22

100%

312%

Lift range
12
Box size, lift range, 37
12 h shifts

100%
100%

319%
365%

0.33%

9

563%

372%

55%

8

326%

100%
23%

7.5

308%

640%

399%

100%
403%
418%

61

435%
644%

828%

20

Frequency (lifts per min)
Study
Mital (1984a)
Mital (1987b)

Conditions

N

0.002 0.033 0.2
1

0.5

1

2

3

3.75 4

4.3

4.6

5

5.45 6

6.67 7

7.5

8

9

10

11

12

20

Box size, lift range
Box width, lift
range
Mital and Fard
Box size, CG
(1986)
location, lift range,
trunk rotation
Mital and Kumar Box size, lift range
(1997)
Mital and Wang
Clearance, lift
(1989)
range
Singh et al. (2009) Obesity, gender,
lift range
Snook (1971)
Lifting
Snook (1971)
Lowering
Wright and Mital Lift range, age
(1998)
Wu (1997)
Box size
Yates and
Sitting and
Karwowski (1987) standing

37
37

100%
100%

368%
369%

650%
687%

18

100%

372%

676%

12

100%

8

100%

Mean

16.3 0.32% 4.19% 23%

SD

12.2 0.01% 0.06% 0.58% 0%

0%

2%

0%

0%

25%

32%

0%

30%

0%

46%

31%

0%

0%

113% 0%

0%

0%

159% 0%

n

46

29

3

1

1

15

9

1

2

1

5

5

1

1

6

1

1

6

30

0.31% 4.2%

28
28
20

548%

370%

100%
100%
100% 187%

13
8

323%

4

2

2

1

530%

357% 395%
342%

1409%

462% 458% 540%
518%

520%

682%

319%

100%
100%
55%

974%

341%

100%

22%

853%
992%

335%
343%

439%

100% 185% 220% 323% 333% 369% 395% 373% 462% 460% 513% 406% 520% 586% 489% 682% 538% 808% 1409%

62

1

1

Table 18 Female handling rates relative to the female handling rate at 1 lift per minute
Frequency (lifts per min)
Study

Conditions

N

Boocock et al. (1998)
Ciriello and Snook (1983)
Ciriello and Snook (1983)
Ciriello and Snook (1983)
Ciriello et al. (1990)
Ciriello (2005)

Container shape
Lift distance
Object size, lift distance
Box size
Lift and lower
Lift and lower, lift range,
lift distance, box size
Lift range, box size, reach
Posture
Liquids

9
12
12
12
12
10

Lift range, work group
Box size, lift range, 12 h
shifts
Mital (1984a)
Box size, lift range
Mital (1987b)
Box width, lift range
Mital and Wang (1989)
Clearance, lift range
Morrissey et al. (1990)
Trunk rotation
Singh et al. (2009)
Obesity, gender, lift range
Wright and Mital (1998) Lift range, age

18
37

100%
100%

37
37
8
4
30
20

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

169%

Mean

18.4

0%

4%

23%

55%

100%

169%

276%

355%

384%

440%

541%

667%

843%

1224%

SD

15.6

0%

0%

1%

2%

0%

0%

5%

26%

18%

0%

35%

19%

105%

279%

n

22

4

3

3

3

17

1

2

5

8

1

6

3

7

2

Ciriello (2007)
De la Vega et al. (2009)
Karwowski and Yates
(1986)
Maiti and Ray (2004)
Mital (1984b)

10
17
7

0.0021

0.033

0.2

0.5

0.32%

4%

22%

57%

0.37%
0.33%

3.7%

24%

53%

56%
0.27%

3.9%
22%

1

2

3

4

4.2857

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

372%
383%
405%
378%
410%
351%

100%
100%
100%

398%

63

271%

6

6.6667

8

12

548%
584%
586%

521%

753%

440%

644%

909%

374%
376%
349%

667%
690%

940%
1000%

492%
516%

376%

945%

746%

368%

281%

20

697%
857%

1503%

306%

Figure 8 Regression graph for predicting male MAWL from frequency of lifting

Figure 9 Regression graph for predicting female MAWL from frequency of lifting
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Figure 10

Regression graph for predicting male MAWL relative to MAWL at one lift
per minute

Figure 11

Regression graph for predicting female MAWL relative to MAWL at one
lift per minute
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Figure 12

Figure 13

Regression graph for predicting male handling rate in kg/min from
frequency of lifting

Regression graph for predicting female handling rate in kg/min from
frequency of lifting
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Figure 14

Regression graph for predicting male handling rate relative to handling
rate at one lift per minute

Figure 15

Regression graph for predicting male handling rate relative to handling
rate at one lift per minute
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Table 19 Best-fit predictive equations for psychophysical data
Gender Equation

Adj R² DF Boocock et al (1998) equation

R²

44.5% 141 MAWL=28.063-5.3406×ln(F)

89.6%

32.9% 72

56.5%

MAWL (kg)
Male

MAWL=22.339-3.415×ln(F)

Female MAWL=12.872-1.160×ln(F)

MAWL=13.755-1.3992×ln(F)

Relative MAWL
Male

RelMAWL=0.965-0.101×ln(F)

Female RelMAWL=98.710-9.037×ln(F)

80.9% 109 RelMAWL=0.9948-0.0877×ln(F) 96.7%
85.5% 70

RelMAWL=0.9305-0.104×ln(F)

86.7%

Handling rate (kg/min)
Male

Handrate=21.986+11.623×F

75.5% 141 Handrate=26.181+11.546×F

92.4%

Female Handrate=5.408+8.901×F

85.7% 73

Handrate=6.1251+9.0443×F

88.2%

Male

95.6% 141

93.3% 98

Relhandrate=0.4842+0.6039×F

92.8%

Female Relhandrate=51.041+66.197×F

93.9% 64

Relhandrate=0.2814+0.7331×F

98.5%

Male

99.4% 98

ln(Handrate)=21.130+0.861×ln(F)

Female ln(Handrate)=11.623+0.915×ln(F)

96.5% 73

Relative handling rate
Male

Relhandrate=0.437+0.659×F
ln(Relhandrate)=0.937+0.899×ln(F)

Female ln(Relhandrate)=96.005+0.913×ln(F) 99.7% 64

Expressing the MAWL relative to the MAWL at the one lift per minute criterion frequency
explained much greater levels of variance, with the difference between the levels of variance
explained by the two studies being much smaller. This reflects the fact that finding the relative
MAWL removes much of the variation between studies.
The degrees of freedom are fewer for relative MAWL than for MAWL because many of the
studies did not include the one lift per minute task so values relative to this could not be
calculated. Similarly, the degrees of freedom for relative handling rate are few than for
handling rate
Two models are given for predicting the rate of handling in kg/min – linear and power (log-log).
It must be noted that the handling rate models given do not take into account differences in the
distances through which the loads are lifted. Taking distance into account would create models
predicting work done in Joules. While this would tend to reduce further variation between
studies and hence improve the predictive power of the models, it would not be possible to
include studies that did not manipulate the lift distance, so the sample size would be reduced.
The linear model for male handling rate has a lower R² than the previous one. However, there is
little difference between the two models for female handling rate. The linear model for
handling rate is comparable to the logarithmic model for MAWL. However, since the process
of calculating handling rate involves multiplying the MAWL by the frequency, it is to be
expected that the variance explained by a regression of handling rate on frequency would be
higher than for MAWL on frequency.
The log-log models for handling rate have R² values of approximately 96%, which is noticeably
better than the linear models. From the graphs of the regressions, it is clear that these models
are a better fit than the linear model at the lower frequencies
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For relative handling rate, the linear models account for 93-94% of the variance. This is similar
to the previous models. The log-log models do not account for less than 1% of the variance.
Again, they are a better fit at the lower frequencies.
A 7.4

APPLICATION OF THE PREDICTIVE MODELS

The most useful models are the linear handling rate models as these allow the quantification of
the gain in output that can be achieved by increasing the frequency of handling and are simpler
to use than the power models. However, the power models should be used for low frequency
handling as they are more accurate below two lifts per minute.
These models can be applied where handling occurs for the duration of a working shift at a
fixed or approximately fixed rate. It must be assumed that other non-handling operations, such
as inspection, are occurring between lifts as jobs that consist solely of manual handling
operations are likely either to be easily mechanised or to be carried out at high rates without
pauses between each repetition. However, there are very few real-world tasks that consist solely
of handling single weight loads at fixed frequencies, so it must be borne in mind when applying
these models that the effects of other handling tasks that the worker performs may have an
effect on their performance.
Tasks that have a fixed cycle time are often machine paced. While this may be desirable in
terms of balancing flows within a production line, it has downsides due to the decreased control
that the individual worker has and the increased risk of boredom arising from the monotony of
the task.
The models are more difficult to apply in situations where the rates of handling are variable or
the loads handled vary. In such circumstances, the method proposed in this report for assessing
very variable tasks should be used instead.
The models can be seen as robust because they are based on large numbers of points derived
from psychophysical studies that have examined a wide range of conditions. They are not
designed to take account of changes in these other factors, such as height lifted through. The
relative handling rate models would be useful if data are already available for the reference
frequency of one lift per minute.
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APPENDIX 8

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

ACGIH

American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists

AFNOR

Association Française de Normalisation

ANOVA

Analysis Of Variance

BS

British Standard

CEVA

Clustered Exposure Variation Analysis

CT

Cycle Time

DC

Duty Cycle

EMG

Electromyography

EN

European Norm

EVA

Exposure Variation Analysis

HSE

Health and Safety Executive

HSL

Health and Safety Laboratory

IRSST

Institut de Recherche Robert-Sauvé en Santé et en Sécurité du Travail

ISO

International Standards Organisation

LA

Local Authority

LBP

Low Back Pain

LMM

Lumbar Motion Monitor

L4/L5 disc

The intervertebral disc between the fourth and fifth lumbar vertebrae

L5/S1 disc

The intervertebral disc between the fifth lumbar and first sacral vertebrae

MAC

Manual handling Assessment Charts

MAF

Maximum Acceptable Frequency

MAHTI

Maximum Acceptable Handling Time Interval

MAWC

Maximum Acceptable Weight of Carry

MAWL

Maximum Acceptable Weight of Lift

MBTI

Myers-Briggs Type Inventory

MHOR

Manual Handling Operations Regulations

MMH

Manual Materials Handling

MSD

Musculoskeletal Disorder

NF

Norme Française

NIOSH

National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health

RPE

Rating of Perceived Exertion

R²

Percentage of variance

TLV

Threshold Limit Value

VE

Ventilatory Exchange rate

V-MAC

Variable MAC

VO2

Rate of oxygen consumption
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APPENDIX 9

GLOSSARY

Arithmetic mean value

The total of all the individual weights of the items handled divided by the
total number of items handled

Average exposure

A measure of the “typical” exposure, usually the arithmetic mean

Burden

An epidemiological term for the rate at which exposure of a tissue to a
hazard occurs

Cumulative damage
model

An epidemiological model that assumes that the harm sustained is due to
the cumulative effect over time of exposure

Cumulative exposure

Exposure level multiplied by the duration of exposure

Dose

The accumulation of a burden on tissues within the body

Dose modelling

A method for estimating the relationship between exposure and harm

Duration of exposure

The elapsed time from the start of exposure

Epidemiology

The study of patterns and rates of injury and disease

Exposure concentration /
level / intensity

A measure of how much an individual or population encounters a hazard
that has the potential to cause harm

Exposure time course

How exposure varies over time

Frequency distribution

A graph plotting frequency of occurrence against magnitude (e.g. of
weight)

Internal exposure level

The mechanical load on tissues within the body Equivalent to burden /
dose rate

Logarithmic equation

An equation of the form Y = a + b×log(X), i.e. the output value is a
function of the logarithm of the input value

Log-log equation

An equation of the form log(Y) = a + b×log(X), i.e. the logarithm of the
output value is a function of the logarithm of the input value. This is
equivalent to a power equation of the form Y = a×Xb.

Median value

The middle value in a list of values that has been arranged in order of
increasing size

Mode / modal value

The most common single value in a list of numbers

Monotonous exposure

Occurs when a short-cycle exposure variation pattern is repeated for an
extended period

Multi-component tasks

Tasks with a series of distinct handling operations within a single task
cycle, so the sequence of operations is repeated during each subsequent
task cycle.

Normal distribution

A symmetrical, bell-shaped distribution Also known as a Gaussian
distribution

Peak exposure

A measure of a short term maximum exposure

Power equation

An equation of the form Y = a×Xb.

Psychophysics

A method of obtaining subjective judgements, such as of the acceptability
of a load for manual handling

Physiological
measurements

Measurements of responses, such as heart rate and rate of oxygen
consumption, to the demands of manual handling operations

Threshold Limit Values

Guidelines published by the ACGIH® for use by industrial hygienists in
making decisions regarding safe levels of exposure to various chemical and
physical agents found in the workplace
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Variation pattern
th

The interaction between exposure level and repetitiveness

50 percentile value

The same as the median; the value 50% of the way through a list of values
that has been arranged in order of increasing size

75th percentile value

The value 75% of the way through a list of values that has been arranged in
order of increasing size
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Risk assessment of manual handling involving
variable loads and/or variable frequencies
Literature review and proposed V-MAC assessment tool
The objectives of this study were to carry out
a literature review of issues related to load and
frequency in manual handling, and in the light of the
findings to develop a method of risk assessment
that could be applied to jobs, such as order picking,
where either the load or frequency of handling are
very variable. It is widely assumed that variation
in manual work is beneficial for workers, but little
evidence was found to support or refute this.
Assessing variable manual handling is inherently
difficult and existing methods concentrate on single
constant tasks. Cumulative mass limits exist in
various national guidelines and an international
standard but are inconsistent. Use of such a
mass limit independent of frequency of handling is
contrary to evidence that the amount that can be
handled increases with the frequency of handling.
The proposed V-MAC (variable MAC) uses the
traffic-light approach of the MAC to consider the
load-frequency distribution of the objects that an
individual handles during a shift. A draft MS Excel
workbook has been developed to implement it. It
should be tested for usability by inspectors of health
and safety and duty-holders familiar with carrying
out risk assessments of manual handling.
This report and the work it describes were funded
by the Health and Safety Executive (HSE). Its
contents, including any opinions and/or conclusions
expressed, are those of the author alone and do not
necessarily reflect HSE policy.
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